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Murray, KY 42071

Memories of Homecoming

VA hospital
scrutinized
over deaths
of veterans

By The Associated Press
MARION, Ill. (AP) — Bob
Shank was in good spirits as he
awaited gallstone-removal surgery at a veterans hospital in
August, laughing as he handed
his wife his false teeth for safekeeping.
If the 50Air
year-old
Force veteran
By GREG TRAVIS
from western
Staff Writer
Kentucky had
sAs election day approaches, Murray busines
any worries, it
was whether
man Robbie Rudolph says the campaign for governor and lieutenant governor has, thus far, been very
his wife would
be able to
competitive.
Rudolph is running for the second seat with
understand the
Shank
incumbent Republican Gov. Ernie
postoperative
.
Fletcher
instructions from his surgeon,
"We're down to the last three
Dr. Jose Veizaga-Mendez, a
weeks before the finish line," he
Bolivian-trained physician with
of
said. "I've traveled every corner
a thick accent.
RSITY
UNIVE
in
the state. I'm still getting out
"Pay close attention to what
western Kentucky and seeing the
the doctor says, that you'll
people. The governor is doing the
understand him," Shank pressed
same thing in eastern Kentucky."
her as he was wheeled off to the
He said the Fletcher-Rudolph
operating room.
ticket was getting a lot of support
They were the last words
Rudolph
everywhere he goes. Rudolph parKatrina Shank of Murray, Ky.,
ever heard from him. Her husticipated in Saturday morning's Homecoming
band never woke up from surParade and then attended a downtown rally/recepgery, and by the next day he had
tion in his honor. A large crowd stopped by followbled to death.
ing the parade to greet Rudolph and offer support in
Shank, it turns out, was far
the closing weeks of the election.
from the only surgical patient to
The community appreciation reception was hostdie under Veizaga-Mender's
ed by the Calloway County Republican Party. It was
care. Nine veterans — an in
Annex.
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Miller
former
held at the
some way linked to Veisaga
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Univers
State
"The Murray
Mendez, officials say — died in
I
Parade was great." he' said. "I got to see people
a six-month period ending in
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lots
were
there
Plus,
years.
for
seen
haven't
March, during which the hospiple coming back to Murray."
tal would have expected only
h
A native of Fulton who attended MSU. Rudolp
two deaths.
is the owner of Rudolph Tire.
Veizagabefore
Even
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Mendez was hired at the
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part
fun
the
of
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2007 Murray State
He commented that he wasn't for sure
How the surgeon came to
with the celebration and pageantry of the
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Saturday was a festive one in Murray
and
parade
voter turnout would be for the November electio
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to
practice on veterans has raised
earlier in the weekend then led up
rUniversity Homecoming. Events began
way
but he did voice his confidence in the Fletche
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Above,
and Eastern Illinois.
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he
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down Main Street as part of
and about how much those who
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the most rudimentary check of
the last hospitals he was on staff
at would not have revealed
gigantic problems with this
guy," Jim Harmon, an attorney
for
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Road Closure Notices
Repairs on the Kentucky West Tennessee Railroad crossing in
Hazel were scheduled to begin this morning and motonsts are
advised that U.S. 641 through Hazel will be shut down through
Tuesday afternoon. Keith Todd, public information officer for the
Department of Highways Distnct One and District Two offices in
Paducah, said rnotonsts are asked to use only the pre-designated
route while traveling between Murray and Hiltd dunng the penod.
All vehicular traffic traveling north or south on U.S. 641 should
use Ky. 893, Ky. 1497 (Murray -Paris Road), Ky. 121 South and the
Murray 641 Bypass. The bypass includes Chestnut Street. North and
South Fourth Streets through the courthouse square, and the eastern
section of Glendale Road.
The work on the railroadwais scheduled to begin at 10 a.m, after
most of the early morning traffic had passed through Hazel and continue until at least noon Tuesday. A KWT contractor will replace the
track foundation for the crossing in Halel and the roadway will have
to be shut down dunng the penod.
Todd said the alternate route will be clearly marked to make it
easy as possible for drivers to reach their destination.

Adults say arthritis limits work

A CDC' study released in January said
New York University Hospital for Joint
the nation's cost for arthritis and related
that
the
in
involved
not
Diseases, who was
conditions was $128 billion in 2003, includstudy.
billion in direct costs such
Arthritis affects an estimated 46 million ing roughly $81
and 147 billion in indiexpenses
medical
as
U.S. adults. Symptoms include pain, aching,
government said Thursday.
as lost wages.
such
costs,
rect
the
around
or
in
swelling
and
A survey released by the Centers for stiffness
of arthritis, including
Disease Control and Prevention found that Joints. Some forms
d arthritis, can affect
rheumatoi
and
lupus
33 percent of U.S. Workers with arthritis
said.
suffered work limitations in 2003, the latest multiple organs, the CDC
of all working
percent
7
nearly
Overall,
data available.
d arthritisIn Kentucky, slightly more than half of adults in U.S. states expenence
had
Kentucky
.
limitations
workplace
related
.
limitations
work
arthntis sufferers reported
of workers, 15 perNevada had the lowest percentage, with the highest percentage
, followed by
about a fourth of its adults saying their work cent, with such limitations
in Hawaii, the
workers
of
percent
3
about
was limited.
A groundbreaking ceremony for the conThe CDC study is the first to provide a CDCT%tudy said.
sample
('Ml
random
a
authonzed
on
has
relied
Cabinet
study
The
tion
of a new Calloway County Health
of
Transporta
struction
impact
the
The Kentucky
state-by-state breakdown on
Heating and Air Conditioning to close Ky. 94/Main Street near arthritis in the workplace.
telephone survey in which health officials Center has been scheduled for 3 p.m. on
they had ever been Wednesday, Oct. 17 at the site on Memory
the Fourth,Street intersection in downtown Murray on Tues"It's not just an aging problem, but it's a asked workers whether
day. This permitted closure is to allow placement of a crane
told by a doctor they had arthritis or a relat- Lane.
and
ages
all
of
people
hits
that
problem
Region's
the
on
units
needed to install new air conditioning
The public is invited to attend. Memory
- ed condition. Then they were asked if arthriBank building just off the Court Square in downtown Murray. adults. It changes people's lives dramatical
to
ability
is located on S. Fourth Street next to
their
Lane
affected
symptoms
joint
or
site.
tis
the
ly and for decades." said Dr. Steven
Traffic on Ky. 94/Main Street will he diverted around
do.
Murray Need Line.
Another side street may ha4 to be closed during the work. Abramson, director of rheumatology of work and the type of work they could
However, Fourth Street will remain open.
Motorists should take note of this planned closure on Ky.94
in downtown Murray scheduled for Tuesday. Motorists may
want to consider making.advance alternate travel plans.. Motorists
should also be aware of equipment, naggers, and construction
personnel on the roadway in close proximity to passing traffic.
ATLANTA(AP)— About a third of U.S.
adults with arthritis say the chronic condition — the nation's leading cause a disability — has limited their Ability to work, the

Groundbreaking
planned for new
Calloway Health
Center Wednesday

Lawsuit
alleges
complaints
were ignored

Ponds disappearing as Ky.
plows through drought
PADUCAH, Ky. (Al') W.J. Word spent the summer
watching his investment vanish
before his eyes.
Word, 78, spent more than
$7.(XX) a decade ago to build a
quarter acre pond and stock it
with 50 channel catfish. 100
hybnd bluegill and a couple of
grass carp.
The sumnfer drought has
taken his pond away. Normally
10 to 12 feet deep at the deepest
point, the pond recently stood at
3-4 feet deep.
"I've got a little hit of water
left nght in the middle. hut
that's about all," Word said.
This year's drought has dried

TownCrier

up several ponds and killed the
fish in many more. said Paul
Rister, lishenes biologist with
the Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources.
"Its been going on all summer long," Rister said. "Without
the rain. iy?...2kin't have the
the ponds up, and
runoff to
with it being si hot also you
have evaporation."
National Weather Service
meteorologist David Humphrey
said the region is 9-1/2 inches
below normal for rainfall this
year. The region had similar
droughts in 1988 and 1999, he
said.
"People are used to their
pond levels going down a little
in the summertime. but in the
past We.ye had enough rain not
to have them go down this
much," Rister said
Rister compares it to having
10 fish in•tO-gallon aquarium.
then suddenly dumping nine
gallons.
'The fish become stressed by
lack of spa,:e. oxygen and food
and elevated temperatures," he
said.
Predators, such as otters and
great blue herons, take advantage of the drought, using the
ponds as easy pickings for food.
Ritter said.
(titers and great blue herons
often find the remaining fish
easy pickings, he'aid
Word plans to have the pond
dredged while the water
remains low, then buy more fish
and start over.

NOTICE
MI South 641 Water District
will be haying its Worth quarter board meeting on Monday
at 4 30 p m at the South 641
Water District Office
• The Murray-Calloway
County Park Board will meet
Monday at 6 p m in the
Chamber of Commerce's
conference room The directors report and committee
reports are on the agenda
•Calloway County Fiscal
Court is scheduled to meet at
5 30 p m Tuesday at the
Weaks Community Center
On the agenda for the meet.
trig is a resolution for an
easement at Fort Heiman.
renewal of county insurance.
consideration of an ordinance for maintenance of
structures and an executive
session concerning personnel,
Murray
The
•
of
Board
Independent
Education is scheduled to
meet at 7 p m on Tuesday in
the central office boardroom
at the Carter Administration
Building on S 13th Street
On the agenda for the meeting is consideration of nonresident contracts, setting a
date for 2008 Murray High
School graduation. an update
on attendance data and a
MISD
the
report from
Finance Corp
IN To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
left, talks with Tommye D
Republican candidate for lieutenant governor Robbie Rudolph,
following the Murray
reception
morning
Saturday
a
during
Erwin
Hemp
and
center,
Taylor,
Parade.
State University Homecoming

II Rudolph pleased ...
From Front
time," Rudolph said. "We are very close friends
and our wives are good friends. We have lots
going on in state government, therefore, we stay in
contact all the time. We are together quite often."
Rudolph said one of the keys to a Republican
victory in the general election will be for the people of the state to identify the differences between
their competitors' values and their own values.
"There is a 180-degree difference," he said. citing various social and economic issues that often
separate political parties.
Rudolph said casinos in Kentucky has become
a hot topic and moved to the forefront in the election because Democratic gubernatorial candidate
Steve Beshear has "said that he will pass" the
issue.

Nat.:titioner Data Bank, which
includes malpractice claims. A
panel of physicians also goes
Ibis is all esuemel)
over personal references.
iiig res elation that calls into
McBrady said that Veitagaquestion the adequacy of the
d
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a es aluates and monitors those medical
who provide care to our veter- Massachusetts and Illinois when
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Medical
VA
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ot
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Rudolph stated he has always been "very loyal

•Hospital scrutinized ...

Over 10,000 locations
worldwide

to Murray State University" and a victory in
November will guarantee that the entire Purchase
area continues to be an important section of the
state.
"The Purchase is a part of Kentucky that we
need to develop more," he said. "We've done a
good job in central and northern Kentucky. We
need to focus on the whole Purchase area.He commented that people throughout the
Purchase area all need to work together for the
betterment of the region. "That's why I have been
working diligently to promote the entire Purchase
area."
Commenting on questions about the administration's past hiring practices. Rudolph pointed out
that the Fletcher administration has had one of the
best personnel records in years, despite some earlier issues.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A lawsuit filed against the
University of Kentucky and its
acting police chief alleges
reports of gender discrimination
were ignored. Seven current or
former female officers filed the
suit Wednesday in Fayette
Circuit Court. Lisa
woman,
One
Blankenship, alleges that acting
Chief Joe Monroe retaliated
against her for filing a report
with the university's Office of
Institutional Equity and Equal
Opportunity. Blankenship says
in the lawsuit that she was
forced to return to work from
disability leave, even though
her return had not been cleared
by a doctor. She was later fired
after the university wasn't able
to accommodate her temporary
disability, the lawsuit alleges.
A gender discrimination
complaint filed with UK's equal
opportunity office by the
women in February alleges that
Monroe created an uncomfortable work environment by discussing his exploits drinking
and partying at strip clubs. They
said regular participation in
these activities was a vehicle for
favorable treatment.
The complaint also alleged
disparate punishment between
men and women and favoritism
in job assignments.
The lawsuit seeks damages
for loss of income and benefits,
emotional distress and mental
anguish, embarrassment and
humiliation. It also seeks punitive damages.
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investigating allegations of substandard care made against
Veizaga-Mendez in 2(84 and
2(1)5, said board spokesman
Russell Aims. The allegations
involved seven patients, two of
whom died.
But the VA would not have
had access to that information
because complaints are confidential while they are being
investigated, Aims said.
In July 2006, six months after
Veitaga-Mendez was hired at
Marion. he voluntanly surrendered his Massachusetts license
under pressure from the board.
The board's Web site listed the
action as "non-disciplinary," the
term sometimes used when a
physician agrees to stop practicing in the state.
Once Veizaga-Mendez gave
up his license, the hoard was
free to make the allegations public. Aims said.
whose
Veizaga-Mendez,
Illinois license remains valid
pending a December hearing.
has no listed telephone number
in Illinois and Massachusetts
and has been unreachable for
comment.
Veizaga-Menclez graduated
from medical school in Bolivia
in 19(ts and got his inedu al

license in Massachusetts in
1975. He practiced at Sturdy
Memonal Hospital in Attleboro
from 1976 to 2005.
The doctor's patients in
Massachusetts included a 74year-old man who developed
low blood pressure and a rapid
heartbeat and had a bloody chest
tube after Veizaga-Mendez
operated on him in 2002 to
remove a lung tumor. In its
report, the board said the doctor
failed to diagnose the patient's
postoperative bleeding and did
not return him to the operating
room until the next day. The
man died two days later.
Another patient. 58-year-old
Jeronimo Coronado, was operated on by Veizaga-Mendez in
2(110 to treat severe heartburn.
The board said a surgical error
by the doctor led to a pulled
stitch and a post-operative leak
he failed to diagnose "within a
reasonable time." causing
Coronado to develop infection,
sepsis and respiratory failure.
Additional surgery proved
unsuccessful, and the man died.
Coronado's family settled a
lawsuit against Veizaga-Mendez
for a confidential sum, said the
family's attorney. Bennett
Bergman
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In three decades of handling
medical malpractice cases,
Bergman said, Veizaga-Mendez
is "among the very worst I've
ever run into."
In a case not detailed in the
Massachusetts board report, a
Massachusetts jury last March
Whitney
Robert
awarded
$652,000 on his claim that
Veizaga-Mendez mistakenly put
two stitches into his bladder during a 1997 hernia operation.
Whitney said he repeatedly
went back to the surgeon to
complain of intense abdominal
pain, blood in his urine and
other symptoms."He kept handing me pain pills and antibiotics.
He said, 'Maybe you've got a
kidney stone. Go see a urologist,— recalled Whitney, 44.
The complications hounded
Whitney for nearly four years
until, after seeing numerous specialists and having multiple
invasive tests done, two other
doctors discovered the misplaced sutures. By then.
Whitney said, the ordeal had
cost him his marriage and left
him addicted to painkillers.
"It ruined my whole life," he
said.
But Marie Gallotello, a 78from
patient
year-old
Woonsocket. R.I.. spoke in
glowing terms of how VeizagaMendez cared for her four years
ago after she was diagnosed
with non-Hodgkin's lymphoma.
Veizaga-Mendez performed surgery to remove her lymph
nodes.
"He's very kind, very gentle,
and he was very, very thorough." Gallotello said. "You
will never find another doctor
made like that."
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Police: Skeletal remains
of two missing Ohio
retirees found in Kentucky

Monday, October IS, 2SS•

Recall sparks U.S. toy boo

HOLLISTER, Calif.(AP)Deborah Evanoff thought she'd
traded her frantic Silicon Valley
career for a lazier pace when she
LEBANON, Ohio tAP) -- does not appear to be a factor, took over the low-tech toy company her parents founded in the
Skeletal remains of two women authorities said.
who set out on a shopping trip
"It has been a difficult time late 1960s.
Instead, she's ramping up
from a retirement home in April for the families and everyone
Arrowcopter Inc.'s manufacturhave been found in a remote who knew and cared about Mary
Kentucky field, authorities said Ellen and Ada," Otterbein said ing operations and getting a
this morning.
in a statement on its Web site. record number of orders from
A hunter discovered their car "All who live or work in this retailers in II countries. More
and the remains of Mary Ellen community share the loss of people are buying the slingshotWalters, 68, and Ada Wasson, these two neighbors and our like gizmo, which starts at $.4
80, on Sunday about 40 miles prayers are with the families in and-as the packaging proudly
proclaims - is made in the
northeast of Louisville, said these difficult times."
Major John Newsom of the
Wasson at times became con- United States.
As consumers look for alterWarren County sheriff's office.
fused, while Walters, a retired
The women were known to United Methodist minister, was natives to Chinese-made toys
have been preparing for an limited physically by knee prob- following a series of recalls this
year, dozens of small toy comexcursion April 19 to a J.C. lems, neighbors said.
Penney outlet store, but officials
Shopping was a favorite panies are struggling to meet
were not sure if they planned to activity of the two, and they pre- , surging demand. Some owners
go to one in Columbus or in ferred driving scenic highways report online sales up as much
Carrollton, Ky.
rather than Interstate 71. That as fivefold from last year.
Authorities and volunteers complicated the search, because They're hiring extra workers,
had searched thousands of there are multiple ways to get to expanding warehouses and
adding extra assembly shifts.
square miles in a three-state area Carrollton,
including
via
"Every time there'd be a new
after the women failed to return Indiana, or to Columbus, 90
to their homes in the Otterbein miles to the north of the retire- recall this summer, we'd get a
huge new order," Evanoff said
Retirement
Living ment home.
as she watched contract manuCommunities,
north
of
Authorities know Wasson
facturers stuffing neon-colored
AP
Cincinnati.
filled her car with gas the night
copters, rubber bands and wood- Ron Voake, 62, of Vermont Wooden Toys, holds a wooden fire truck in his basement shop in
Investigators studied store of April 18, and they left some
en sticks into plastic packages. Norwich, Vt. Tuesday, Oct. 11.
videotapes, checked under time the next day. But in the
"We didn't stop all summer
bridges and passed Out thou- weeks after the disappearance.
long."
Americans produce several hun- in Smethport. Penn. Orders over we are running flat out, said
sands of fliers. Police consulted there was no activity on the
Experts say the boutique dred thousand more U.S.-made the summer were up 30 percent Mike Rainville,'44, president of
with FBI experts and sent alerts women's credit or bank cards,
American toy boom won't last Little Tykes, K'Nex or Rainbow from last year. To meet antici- Maple Landrrfark, which he
across the nation.
police said.
beyond the recalls, which start- Creatures, China will retain pated demand in October and founded in high school 28 years
Their car was found off
The women also didn't take ed this summer. So far, more
manufacturing dominance in the November - peak months as ago. "It's been a roller coaster in
Interstate 71 about eight miles luggage and Walters, who northan .21 million toys made in $22.3 billion toy industry.
retailers stock up - the 50- recent years because of foreign
south of Carrollton, in a location mally asked neighbors to watch
China - from Baby Einstein
"It's a blip," said New York- employee company added a competition, and this helps put
not visible from the road or air, her Schnauzer mix if she was to
Discover & Play Color Blocks based toy consultant Chris midnight shift.
us back in a better place."
Otterbein said. Autopsies were be away long,(eft the dog alone.
from Kids II Inc., to Thomas & Byrne. "In the fourth quarter, a
"We've had so many phone
Mark Carson, president and
to be performed today. Foul play
Friends Wooden Railway by lot of purchases are made based calls from moms and grandmas co-founder of Fat Brain Toys
RC2 Corp.- have been found on supplications to the North who think this is really serious Inc., said the 25-person compato contain excessive levels of Pole -and the phrase 'country and say they'll never buy a toy ny would hire 125 seasonal
lead paint, tiny magnets that of origin' isn't in the vocabulary made in China," Meister said. workers this year. The .5-.yearcould be swallowed or other of children writing to Santa."
"Next year at this time- when old business builds its owo line
potentially serious problems.
But boutique toy makers are an awesome new battery-operat- of Dado building blocks in
Retailers such as FAO thankful for any advantage, ed toy comes out and it's made Elkhorn. Neb., and earlier thiSchwartz Inc. and Toys "R" Us however ephemeral. They've in China - will people say no year it tripled the size of it.
Inc. downplay the recalls, say- been unable to compete against way? It just depends on the warehouse.
ing they aren't likely to dent low-cost manufacturers on mood of the consumer."
"A lot of retailers told us wL
holiday sales or significantly mass-produced items, often setMaple Landmark Inc., which were crazy for having a to>
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP)Walker attended a black chango their orders. About 80 tling for niche markets with lim- makes toys in Middlebury. Vt., manufactured here," Clor
A Marine killed in the Korean Catholic high school in
percent of toys sold in the ited potential - organic-fabric says direct sales are five times said. "We had to have ev ry.
War will be returned home to Louisville, and joined the United States are made in dolls, wooden animals, special- more than a year ago, and over- thing perfect- perfectly manuKentucky nearly six decades Marines with some of his China.
educational toys. Now they're all annualized sales are up 70 factured and perfectly safe
Executives at Mattel Inc. - enlarging their "made in USA" percent. The 36-person compa- and the only way to do that was
after his death.
friends, according to friend
Donald Morris Walker was a Robert
Buckneç. 75, of which has had 20 million toys labels, bringing photos of their ny, which shipped about I mil- to keep everything close to
recalled
are touting improved manufacturing facilities to toy lion items last year and sells home!!
19-year-old Marine fighting in
law
manufacturing standards. Safety fairs, and placing'ads in Industry toys from 50 cents to $50, hired
Tiny mom-and-pop businessthe Chosin Reservoir in Korea
"We talked about how we'd
experts
say
American
toys
aren't
publications.
10
additional
full-time
workers
es
say
the
boom
is
"a
rifted
- where Outnumbered U.S. wear our medals and be the connecessarily safer than those
"The ball is in our court right this year. Orders for one popular blessing. They're furiously
forces
Chinese quering heroes -- dreams of made in China;
faced
a
Europe has the now,- said Mary Jo Meister, train set are delayed by two building cradles and rock'
onslaught in one of the war's grandeur,"
Buckner
said. highest standards, but even there sales manager for Lauri Toys weeks.
horses, pushing their old-school
bloodiest battles - when he "Publicity had said war would quality varies from factory to Inc., which sells soft puzzles
"In the past two months, jigsaws, auger bits and miter
was killed.
only last a few months."
factory. Experts say even if and other educational toys built everything's changed for us - boxes to their limits.
He was buried during the
In the Marines, Walker was
December retreat on land that assigned to the 1st Service
soon fell into enemy hands. The Battalion of the 1st Marine
United States was allowed to Division, a support company
exhume his remains, but for that drove trucks loaded with
WASHINGTON (AP) - pass another bipartisan bill if
An override requires a twoThe program provides health
decades they lay in Hawaii as an ammunition, rations and fuel.
House Democratic leaders said needed.
thirds majority in the House and insurance to children in families
unknown soldier.
He was killed Dec. 7, 1950 Sunday they were working to
"Isn't that sad for America's Senate. The Senate approved the with incomes too great for
Now, the military's forensic - Marine records say he was gather votes to override a veto children?" said Pelosi, D-Calif., increase by a veto-proof margin, Medicaid eligibility but not
lab has confirmed it has posi- hit in the head with a missile on a popular children's health ,when asked about the GOP's but the earlier House vote fell enough to , afford private insurtively identified the remains, during combat, though records program, but pledged to find a assurances the override vote will about two dozen votes short.
ance.
which ends decades of uncer- from the Joint POW/MIA way to cover millions without fail. "It doesn't mean we aren't
tainty for Walker's family, said Accounting Command showed insurance should their effort working hard throughout the
fail.
country: governors, mayors,
his niece, Carolyn Stewart of he died of a gunshot wound.
At the same time, the White people who deal with children
Louisville.
After the Marines evacuated
House sought to chide the on a regular basis.
"It's very good news," said the area where Walker was Democratic-controlled
"We'll try very hard to overStewart. "We've heard so many buried, the area fell under North Congress as the obstructionists ride it. But one thing's for sure:
Investments Since 1854
prices is of 9 a.m.
different stories. There was no Korean and Chinese control.
in reauthorizing the State We won't rest until those 10 milclosure. Even though my grandThe United States was Children's Health Insurance lion children have health care,"
Dow Jones Ind. As g. -14049.8 • 42.0
Intel
26.01 + 0.46
mother isn't alive to know, at allowed to exhume the Korean Program. It said Democrats she said in an interview broadAir Products
97.52 + 0.27
Knsger
29.60 - 0.22
graves in 1954. About a half- were the ones who had shown cast Sunday. Hoyer, D-Md.,
least we know."
AT&T,Inc
42.49 + 0.20
Mattel
22.13 • 0.32
declined to predict Thursday's
Troy Kitch, a public affairs dozen remains couldn't be iden- unwillingness to compromise.
BR&T
1997 - 0.59
Deputy press secretary Tony vote.
McDonalds
16.99 - 0.03
officer for the Joint POW/MIA tified, including Walker's. They
Briggs & Stratton
24.30 • 0.02
Accounting Command, con- were considered unknown sol- Fratto quoted President Bush as , "This is a defining moment
Merck
49 68 + (1.07
saying
he
is
"willing
to
work
for
the
Republican
Party, in my
Bristol Myers Squibb 29.85 + 0.08
firmed Walker's identification. diers for decades and buried in a
Microsoft
10.25 + 0.08
with members of both parties opinion.- Hoyer said. before
Caterpillar
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The command is the world's military cemetery, in Hawaii.
J.C. Pennes
61.90 • 0.39
from both houses" on the issue. adding later: The program is
largest forensic anthropology
Chesron Texaco Corp 92.77 + 1.36
When the military eventually
In talk show interviews, "not going to die. We're going
Pepsico, Inc.
71.42 0.36
lab, working in part to recover identified the other unknown Speaker Nancy Pelosi and to go back and we're going to
Daimler Chrysler
106.56 + 0.21
Pfizer, Inc
21.24 • 0.02
the more than 80,000 Americans soldiers, scientists figured it was Majority Leader Steny Hoyer pass another bill."
Dean Foods
26,61 + 0.28
Regions Financial
29.28 0.211
missing from conflicts dating to likely that the last set of remains did not dispute claims by
House Democrats scheduled
Exxon-Mobil
94,94 + 1.46
Schering-Plough........ 32.32 - 0.01
World War II.
belonged to Walker. After more Republican leaders that the GOP the vote after Bush earlier this
Ford Motor
9.02 - 0.18
Sears Holding Corp
139.58 - 2,78
Stewart wants her uncle tests, Stewart said, the military will have enough votes to sus- month vetoed .legislation that
General Electric
40.65 - 0.38
buried at Arlington National recently "called my brother and tain Bush's veto when the House would increase spending for the
Time
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Cemetery outside Washington, left word that the remains were holds its override vote on SCHIP by $35 billion over five
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killed in Korean War
recovered in Hawaii

Democrats pledge new bill on children's insurance
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Very, very
deep trouble
When an incumbent Kentucky governor,
FRANKFORT
s
with all the power that he possesses over state contractor
money
and vendors. cannot raise more re-election campaign
years.
than a challenger who hasn't held public office in 20
that governor is an deep trouble, very deep trouble.
That's where Gov. Ernie Fletcher finds
himself these days with only three weeks
remaining before the voters decide whether
to give him a second term in office.
Very deep trouble.
The release last week of campaign
lundraising reports for Fletcher and Democ
ratic candidate Steve Beshear since the May
Primary showed Beshear raised $5.3 million.
with about 1400,(X10 of that in-kind help
from the state Democratic Party, while
Agree Or
Fletcher raised only $3.4 million. $600.000
Not
of that total cash from the state Republican
Party.
By Todd Duvall
Syndicated
Take away the in-kind and cash from the
respective parties, and Beshear has collected
Columnist
about 11.2 million more campaign funds than
.
governor.
the incumbent
As the November 6 balloting approaches. Beshear has
$1.6 million on hand while Fletcher has $1.2 million. Thus.
while $1.2 million will. buy Fletcher a lot of airtime in the
more
final days of the campaign. Beshear can buy $400,000
than Fletcher.
And that doesn't take into consideration the contributions
that will be flowing into the Beshear campaign if polls continue to show him beating Fletcher by 17-20 percent. Everybe on
one, including some Fletcher contributors, will want to
the side of the next governor of Kentucky.
What was most. telling,,about Fletcher's fundraising report
were the names that weren't on it. None of the state's four
Republican congressmen - Hal Rogers, Ed Whitfield, Ron
Lewis and Geoff Davis - has contributed money to Fletcher.
Neither has state Republican Party Chairman Steve Robertson. Senate President David Williams' name is notably absent
very
as well, although Williams told the Associated Press, "I
infrequently give directly to candidates."
Also one analysis of Fletcher contributors found only
about 10 percent of former U.S. Representative Anne
d
North-Up'. Republican primary contributors have transferre
e Billy
their financial support to Fletcher. Paducah millionair
other
Harper, Fletcher's one-time campaign treasurer and his
these days.
May primary opponent, is nowhere to be found
The Kentucky Republican Party, so triumphant only four
here.
years ago at Fictchces inauguration at the Capitol
clearly is %limply divided and demoralized over Fietchees
hatices at le-Clel.:110111.
Adding to the sense of doom associated with Fletcher's
campaign IS the realization that the latest attacks on Beshear
are has tug little if any impact on voters.
manufactunng a conflict of interest by Beshear in the
decade-long bankruptcy of Kentucky Central Life Insurance
co. and sliming Besheafs laW. firm. Stites & Harbison. the
Fletcher campaign only focused attention on the fact that
Stites at Harbison continues on the case to this day three
scars and 10 months into the Fletcher administration.
Furthermore, among the contributors to Fletcher made public last week were Donald Webb and his wit. who gave the
maximum SI.000 each. It Was the collapse of the real estate
• empire built by Donald Webb and his brother Dudley that
was the main factor in bringing down Kentucky Central, not
liCkollear or his law 1imi.
So, where does Fletcher go from here!
Anti-casino gambling didn't work, although the governor
continues using it on the stump. The Kentucky Central bankruptcy • issue made voters' eyes glass over. We'll probably
hear more about posting the Ten Commandments in schools
with some of Fletcher's remaining $1.2 million before Nov.
6, hut that's not likely to energize anyone who wasn't
already in Fletcher's camp anyway.
The clock is ticking loudly. Beshear has a lot more
money to spend with probably even more flowing in every
day, and a whole lot of powerful Republicans in Kentucky
are looking the other way.
Very. %cry deep trouble.
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Actually. it is. Years after
Gore adopted climate change
as his signature issue.
Democrats and Republicans
alike now face the scientific
certainty of global warming
and a public that wants
something done about it.
Nobody is better posiboned than Gorr to ride the
issue to the White House.
Two Gore advisers, speaking on condition of anonymity because they are not
authonzed to share his thinking, said the award will not
make it many more likely
that he will seek the presidency. If anything. the Peace
Prize makes the presidential
race less appealing to Gore.
?hes said, because now he
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AP
has an international platform
to fight global warming and
may not want to do anything
to diminish it.
One adviser said that
while Gore is unlikely to .
rule out a presidential bid in
the coming days. the
prospects of the former vice
president entenng the fray in
2008 are "extremely remote."
For now, look for Gore to
stick with his coy refrain:
He has "no plans". to seek
the presidency in 2008.
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Our Elected Officials
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By RON FOURNIER
Associated Press Writer
wAsitiN(itoN AP) —
Ile's haaack.
Former Vice President Al
Gore on Friday added the
Nobel Peace Prize to his
Academy Award for his fight
against global warming, fueling-speculation that he might
enter next year's crowded
Democratic presidential race.
Don't count on it. Odds
are that Gore won't risk his
Nobel-burnished image and
huge public platform with a
return to the rough-and-tumble world of politics — at
least not this year, advisers
say.
"We face a true planetary
emergency." Gore said in a
statement shortly after winning the prize. "The climate
crisis is not a political issue
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U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg
www house gov/whitfield

Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington. DC 20510
1-202-224-4343
wvAv pm bunning bunning senate goy

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)

361ARussell Senate Office Building
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

Washington. D.C. 20510

State Rep. Melvin Henley(D-Murray)
Room 329J. Capitol Annex
e-mail melvin henley lrc ky gov

FranIdort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices. Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181

Frankfort, Ky. 40601

Plans, of course, can
change.
"I've called Al Gore and
urged him to run for president so many times," former
President Jimmy Carter told
NBC's "Today" show. "He
finally told me the last time,
'President Carter, please do
not call me.Carter added. "I can at
least do it indirectly through
the news media."
Also indirectly pressing
Gore are scores of Internetsavvy supporters who are
raising thousands of dollars
for petition drives and advertising in an effort to lure
him into the race. One
group. Draftgore.com. ran a
full-page open letter to Gore
in Wednesday's New York
Times, imploring him to
enter the 'race.
Associates of Gore say
the upsides of seeking the'
presidency are obvious to the
former %ice president:
['here is no better
place to tight global warming than the Oval Office.
-- He has the money
(Internet stocks made him
nch after leaving the White
House). the following and
name recognition needed to
launch a serious campaign.
-- He is not convinced
that the current field is committed to the cause of global
warming.
But he also knows that
its late in the cycle and the
race has taken shape without
him. advisers say. A losing

or nasty political campaign
could tarnish his carefully
crafted image as a man
above politics.
Finally, and perhaps most
significantly. Gore never really had the stomach for tough
political fights, associates
say, which is one reason
why he didn't made the best
candidate in 2000.
There's no doubt that
Gore would not be welcomed by Democratic candidates, especially front-running
Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton
— the former first lady who
had a prickly relationship
with Gore while they were
in the White House. In the
1990s, the vice president and
first lady vied for then-President Clinton's political capital as they staked out their
futures.
Asked by NBC this week
if she expected to face Gore
in the primary fight, Clinton
said coolly. "You know. I
think we've got great candidates running. We have a
ssonderful field
She praised Gore for
"sounding the alarms" on
global change two decades
ago. "I am so hoping that
he wins the Nobel Prize."
she said.
Chances arc she won't.
hut Clinton may one day
regret wishing Gore so well.
Ron Fournier has covered
politics for The Associated
Press for nearly 20 years.
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COMMUNITY
Calloway County Laker Band
Boosters will meet Tuesday

ladiesof
theeaks

C'alloway County Laker Band Boosters
will meet Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. in the band
room of Calloway County High School.
The main topic of discussion will be the
state band contest. All parents and interested persons of the Middle and High
school bands are urged to attend and share
in the decision making procees for the
band.

lo's
Datebook

Quilt Lovers will meet

Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m.
By Jo Burkeen in the meeting room of the Calloway County Public Library. The new cook books pubCommunity
lished by the group will be available.
Editor

Band

LGHS

Boosters will meet

Murray Band Boosters will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in the
band room at Murray High School. The executive meeting will
be at 6 p.m. All boosters and parents are encouraged to attend.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call
753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus will sponsor Bingo Tuesday from
6:30 to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray.
Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and international charities. For more information call 293-7061.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p. m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall, 1 1 I North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30. For information call Tracey
at 227-5874.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at
489-2909 or Mike at 751-9127.

Support group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet Monday at 7
p.m. This is a support group for people who have lost one or
both parents due to death and to help each other through the
hard times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-

(lacy of '57 I

Photo provideo
Pictured are members of the Lynn Grove High School Class 01 1957 al their 50-year reunion
at the home of Tommy and Susan McNeely.

ladiesofilurraii
CountrvClub

Lynn Grove High School Class of
1957 holds reunion at McNeely's

Ladies Day Golf at the Mur-.ray Country Club will be played
on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m.
Pairings will be made at..
the tee with Ve Sevems as..
hostess.
Winners of golf play on
Oct. 10 were as follows:
Linda Burgess, first, Ve Sevems, second, championship ,
flight;
Betty Stewart, first, Freda
Steely, second, first flight;
Norma Frank, first, Barbara:
Gray, second, second flight;
Marilyn Adkins, first, third
flight
Nine holes - Jane Meyer,
first, and Ann Stanley, second.

The Lynn Grove High School
Class of 1957 held its 50-year
reunion on Sept. 15 at the
Kentucky Lake home of Tommy
and Susan McNeely.
Steve Paschall opened the
time fox sharing by the members and guests. A program
book, compiled by Marilyn and
Jimmy Herndon and Martha
West Outland, was presented
to each one present.
Cherrie Paschall, secretary,
recalled deceased class members and Sylvia Sanert lighted
a candle in their memory.
A social hour was held from
3 to 6.p.m. followed by a catered
dinner being served.

Thirty-six persons were present for the event including Bess
Kerlick, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Chaney and Mr. and Mrs. J.W.
Cathey.
Members of the class attending the event were Roger Burt.
Johnny Crouch, Larry Lassiter.
Tommy McNeely, Jerry Camp,
Steve Paschall, Charles Story.
Billy Orr, Linda Taylor Cooper, Cherrie Parks Paschall,
Sylvia Taylor Sanert, Martha
West Outland and Marilyn Fain
Herndon.
The 50th anniversary reunion
started with a dinner and time
of sharing on Sept. 14 at the
..ynn Grove Restaurant.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Kentucky Lake/Murray Chapter of AARP will meet Tues- Tuesday, Oct. 16, 2007:
day at 11:30 a.m. at Pagliai's. All members and interested per- Lady Luck is on your team this
sons are urged to attend and to note the change to third Tues- year, turning possibilities into
probabilities. You will need to
day for this month.
stay open in your dealings and
remain optimistic. You are your
CASA volunteer training Tuesday
Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA) of Calloway thoughts, so with this concept in
and Marshall Counties, Inc. will hold its next volunteer train- mind, try for positive thinking.
ing session beginning Tuesday. CASA volunteers are trained to Many people come to you, and
advocate for abused and neglected children in family court. no matter what, you always
For more information on becoming a CASA volunteer, contact have the right answer or a kind
the CASA office at 761-0164, by e-mail at casacc@murray- word. You embody Libra diplomacy to the fullest. If you are
ky.net or on the web at www.casaofcallowaycounty.org.
single, you might change that
status because you meet that
Playhouse in Park plans auditions
Auditions for the play, "It's A Wonderful Life" to be pre- special person through a friendsented by Playhouse in the Park Dec. 6-23, will be held tonight ship. If you are attached, your
and Tuesday from 6 to 9 p.m. at the Playhouse. For more home life becomes even more
important than in the past.
information visit playhouseinthepark.net.
Spend time luxuriating together
in your "nest." A purchase to
TOPS Chapter will meet
increase the quality of your
Murray Chapter of TOPS, #t516 will meet Tuesday from 9
domestic life might be perfect.
to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church, I 1 1 North Fifth St., MurSAGITTARIUS always appreciray. Visitors are welcome. For more information call Joyce at
ates your company.
753-9080 or 227-4625.

ure or loss. Your ability to warm
up relationships and communicate earmarks your actions. A
new friend could become much
more. Tonight: Romp into the
night.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Tension builds. This
response might be a byproduct
of what you think should happen. Your role in producing the
end result is debatable. Step
back and rethink your path. Are
you making a lot of judgments?
Tonight: Mosey on home.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You speak, and others
listen. What more can you ask
for? You have an audience, and
one that wants to listen to your
words. Express your feelings
even if you might feel a touch
bashful. Tonight: Hanging out is
tun.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Recognize the possibilities. Your instincts will direct you
as to which way to head concerning a risk. You might understand a lot more about potential
The Stars Show the Kind of repercussions than many. Honor
Murray Lodge will meet tonight
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; feelings, yet remain sensitive to
Murray Lodge #I05 of Free and Accepted Masons will meet 4-Positive 3-Average; 2-So-so; a
family member. Tonight: In the
tonight at 6 at the lodge hall. A potluck meal will be served. 1-Difficult
thick of things.
Bobby Hale, master, urges all members to attend.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
***** Any obstacles you ***** Take advantage of the
Hospital retirees will meet Tuesday
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County encounter could become moot if present energy that tosses you
Hospital will meet Tuesday at II a.m. at The Big Apple. For you play your cards right. into the limelight. Worry less; act
Creativity, goodwill and anoth- more. Your ability to understand
more information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640.
er's determination can mix into a someone gives you an edge,
powerful combo. Let it all hap- which you might need. Tonight
MMS Council will meet
pen. Give up details; take in the Wish-upon-a-star time!
Murray Middle School Based Decision Making Council will big picture. Tonight. Try a new CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
meet Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the media center. Principal Lou restaurant.
*** Take your time, though
you might feel as if you have a
Carter invites all interested persons.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
***** Knowing when to give firm grasp on a situation. You
up control can make the differ- might, but waiting and holding
MES Council will meet
Murray Elementary School Based Decision Making Council ence between winning and losing. You get a great deal of supwill meet Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. in the conference room.
port, insight and direction from a
key partner. If someone reverses
Alumni & Associates will. meet
gears, don't react. Think about
The Alumni & Associates of Calloway County Schools will why he or she took this action.
meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's. Publicity and fundraising Tonight: Talks over dinner.
for the year will be discussed. All members and interested per- GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*I Oilet Health comp
***** Let others run with
sons are urged to attend.
their ideas. What you believe
WO/Idols without Grow4,overage
might be important, but letting
Independent Contractors
Music Department will meet
people see the end results of
Dependents and Students
Music Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Tues- their brainy schemes might be
COBRA/Alternative
day at 7 p.m. at the club house with Ellie Brown to present more important when eyeing the
the program. Members are asked to come in costume for Hal- big story. Tonight: So many inviSelf-Employed
tations ...
loween.
Small Businesses
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Emphasize what you
Solutions with choices are easy
Lions Club has promotion
can do as opposed to what you
Robert 8111IngtOn Jr.
Murray Lions Club has started its annual See's Candy sales. cannot. With a positive attitude.
Contact any club member or Rowina Wilburn. chairperson. at a lot will fall into place that you
270-753-4751
753-3080 before Nov. I to place an order. The proceeds from might not have thought possible.
robe•ti'OrnemParns•gaveagenct conthis activity, will go to local sight programs.
Someone really likes the way
you express your caring.
nit.J1111.11.4se
Tonight: Find relaxation
Angel Alert issued
ass. IOW
• An Angel Alert has been issued for a standard size stove LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** A risk is not out of the
and refrigerator by the Calloway County Family Resource Cenquestion: though, as always.
ter. Anyone having one to donate should call 762-7333.
•roroarsrat
make sure you can handle a fail-

Health Coverage
Made Easy.

Anthem*.

/1••••=8•71.0••====:.

•

Photo provided
Tommy and Susan McNeely
hosted the Lynn Grove High
School 1957 Class reunion.
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AARP Chapter to meet Tuesday

AP

The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club will play golf
on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. rq
:
the club.
Hostesses will be Laura"
Parker and Melva Hatcher.
A potluck meal and business meeting will be held following golf play with the Nom-,
Mating Committee presenting
the officers for 2007-08.
All members are encouraged to attend.
Winners of golf play on .
Oct. 10 have been released by
Mary Alice Smith, hostess, as
follows:
Shirley Jenstrom, Bronda
Parker, Kitty Steele and Janet Kirk, first place;
Betty Hassell, JoAnne Auer,
Shirley Wade and Mary Alice
Smith, second place.

_T/1-4
'17.rzottf7cernen/
Alex Zachary
New

Mr. and Mrs. Michael S.
back wouldn't hurt. More infor- New of Eddyville are the parmation comes forward when you ents of a son, Alex Zachary
least expect it. Tonight: Follow New, born on Wednesday. Oct:
your own counsel.
3, 2007, at 9:43 a.m. at MurAQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
ray-Calloway County Hospi***** As the sign of friendship, you love people. It is tal.
The baby weighed 11 pounds
because of your interest in others that much falls into place. 4 ounces and measured 20 1/?
Remain positive and open to dif- inches. The mother is the forferent suggestions. A meeting mer Kylie Mullinax. One broth-might go much better than antic- er is Tyler Mullinax.
ipated. Tonight: Where the
Grandparents are David and.'
crowds are.
Sheila Mullinax of Dexter,.'
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
Anthony and Dalena Galusha •
**** Enjoy letting go, and of
Eddyville and Kenney and •
allow someone else to be in
charge. Don't even think you Kelly New of Sedalia. Mo
always have to step up to the
plate. You actually might do
someone a favor by waffling or
deferring. Give yourself permission to do what works for you.
Tonight: Touch base with an
older relative.
LF.DGER & TIMES
BORN TODAY
Bassist Flea (1962), poet, playwright Oscar Wilde (1854), actor
Tim Robbins (1958)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Hickory Woods
Internet at hltp:/hvww.lacqueRetirement Center
linebigar.com.
HAPPENINGS
(c) 2007 by King Features
by Annita Peeler
Syndicate Inc.
We have certainly enjoyed these nice
cool days. We've been outside playing
washers, eating, drinking and just.
o
enjoying the beautiful fall weather.
We loved having Laura Vinson and
her friends with us this Tuesday night
Theatres
and Marie Taylor on Wednesda,
1008 Chestnut St
There's nothing like good musk t
NO CHECKS
relax us.
Robin Allan. our morning cook, ccl
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU OCT. 18
cheated her birthday this week along
with Ms. Treva Boaz and Sadie Nell
Fulton. Ms Sadie's daughter. lull,
Michael Clayton
took her shopping for her birthd,
What a grcat way to spend your hint,
R - 7:10 - 9:40
day.— shopping!
We've all enjoyed Fall Break with
Heartbreak Kid
the school kids this week. Teresa,
R - 7:05 - 9:35
Debbie. Linda and I took some days off
to enjoy the break with them. t actualThe Final Season
ly spent my time with my husband, the
school bus driver.
PG - 6:55 - 9:25
We had a special visoor drop in and
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
see us this week. Janet Miller. Janet
was our activity director when we first
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY
opened almost ten years ago No matter how crazy some of my ideas were.
TOR Pemiilly Did I GetMarried
Janet always stuck beside me and
PG13 - 7:25 - 9:55
helped me carry out those wild and
ciaiy ideas. (However, she Ras pretty
good at coming up with her own wild
The Game Plan
and crazy ideas) We trained together
PG - 7:00 - 9:20
about this assisted living world. We
shared many exciting, tun and good
Good Luck Chuck
days together and then there were the
stressful days Overall, we always felt
R - 7:35 - 9:45
good about trying to mate our residents lives just a little hit more pleasant
The Kingdom
and comfortable
R - 7:30 - 9:50
...Nothing she looks or feel.: like bone
but we cone doze
Utterback Rd • Murray. Ky
. Program Information Call 753-3314
Phone:(2701 75441700 • 1-080-231-3014

To place an
ad call
753-1916 c—

moviesinmurray.com
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ALL TIED ATOP

OVC STANDINGS
By MSU Sports Information
After playing on fire in an
exciting Game 4 against Morehead State Friday night, junior outside hitter Alyssa Groves
picked up where she left off
in Murray State's volleyball
match against Ohio Valley Conference rival Eastern Kentucky
on Saturday,
slamming
a
match-high 15.
kills with only
one error in 46
attacks for an
attack percent-,
age of .304 to
lead the Racers past the
Colonels 3-0 in Racer Arena.
Game scores were 30-23, 3024, 30-26.
Murray State (12-9, 9-2
OVC) won their ninth straight
OVC match and moved into a
tie for first place.
Jacksonville State lost its
home volleyball match to Southeast Missouri State Saturday:
That, coupled with Murray
State's win, brought about a
three-way. tie with Tennessee
State for first place in the OVC
standings.
Senior middle hitter Tara
DeMage landed 10 kills for
the Racers and had 17 digs
for the match's only double-double, her 13th.
Sophomore setter Cassie
Chesney handed out a matchhigh 43 assists, while she and
Junior outside hitter Alison
MuAtge
ier.
md
la served
a
up-h7r;
)

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Eastern Illinois senior wideout Micah Rucker goes up against Murray State's Derrick Parrott in the first quarter to make this one-handed twoard touchdown catch to put the Panthers on the board 6-0. Rucker would finish with 153 receiving yards on 11 catches to lead Eastern
over the Racers 27-24. Parrott finished with a team-high 12 tackles for MSU.

STRONG SHOWING AGAINST
EIU SHOULD PROVE BENEFICIAL
AGAINST SEMO SATURDAY
ily MICHAEL DANN
,Pports Editor
z History has a way of repeating
If and unfortunate
k for the Racers, it reared
is ugly head again on
Saturday.
; The last two times that
OVC(Overap
Murray State's opponent,
/astern Illinois, has lost Eastern Kentucky 4-0 (5-2)
ia Eastern Kentucky(2003 Tennessee State 2-0 (3-3)
Ind 2004) the Panthers Eastern Illinois
3-1 (4-3)
aave followed with a game Jacksonville State 3-1 (4-3)
against the Racers.
Austin Peay
2-2 (4-3)
On both occasions. In Samford
1-2 (3-3)
aoth of those years, East- Tennessee Tech
2-3 (4-3)
am Illinois has walked Tennessee-Martin 1-3 (1-6)
ay from the Murray Murray State
0-3 (1-5)
te game with a win, SEMO
(74
-17 at MSU in 2003
Tweedy
and 24-9 vs. MSU in 2004. Jacksonville Si 42 Austin Psay 9
Tennessee Sr 42 Tennessee Ted, 28
'... Go ahead and make that
Sebedey
*tee straight for the Pan- Eastern Kentucky 4a SEMO 17
TennesMiti-Maren 31 &mann/ 21
ers, who after losing to Eastern Ninon 17 Munro St 24
Ileturdey, Oct 20
e Colonels 28-21 last
SEMO vs Money St
1 P
aturday in Charleston, Easmorn Moon vs Tennemee-Martin 1 30 PIA
2PM
vs Amman Peey
ralked into Murray and Samford
Emmert. Kentucky vs Tennessee St
2PM
aotched a 27-24 victory Jacksonville St vs Tenneseee Tact, 230PM
pver MSU on the Racars' Homecoming weekend.
'. The loss extends the Racers losing streak to 18 Ohio
'Valley Conference games now, as MSU falls to 1-5
iverall and 0-3 in the OVC.
Murray State tried to pull the proverbial rabbit out
of its hat, looking for a little magic late in the game
after Rod Harper caught a 20-yard touchdown pass from
;Jeff Ehrhardt with just 20 ticks to play in the game.
Oiling by three, 27-24.
On the ensuing possession. Murray State's onside kick
was executed to perfection, with the one exception that
matters most to Racer head coach Matt Griffin.
"Perfection is we come away with it." the second*ear MSU coach said Saturday night.
'. The Racers were unable to come away with the onside
kick and EIU ran out the clock, coming away with the
three-point win.
As it stands, Murray State will look to bounce back
:from what could have been a statement game for Griffin and the Racers as they travel to Houck Stadium and
play a downtrodden Southeast Missouri State University
is See RACERS,28

RACER ROUNDUP

Soccer, cross
country win
over weekend
RACERS WIN 4TH
STRAIGHT IN
SOCCER; RUNNERS
TAKE TROPHY IN
EVANSVILLE

COMEAU
SUNUNU

scoreboard, finding the end zone on their first
drive of the contest. Quarterback Bodie Reeder
found Rucker in the end zone on a 2-yard touchdown pass to give the Panthers a 6-0 lead.
Eastern Illinois never trailed in the game, but
Murray State kept it close throughout. scoring in
the final minute to cut the Panther lead to 27-24.
but the Racers couldn't recover the onside kick.
With no Murray State timeouts remaining, the

By MSU Sports Information
The Murray State women's
soccer team scored their fourth
straight victory Sunday when
they
came
away
from
Cookeville, Tenn., with a 2-1
win over Tennessee Tech.
The Racers' win was another in which they produced airtight defense and timely offense
to win by one goal for the
fifth time in 2007.
The Racers scored first in
the 20th minute
when
Katie
Wilson's shot
was stopped in
front of the
goal.
Krista
Muilkens
swooped in and
knocked home
the rebound
ifor a 1-0 MSU
lead.
The game
was tied 1-1 at
after
half
Tech's Katie
Morrissey
scored in the
42nd minute.
Murray
State scored the game winner
in the 63rd minute on the leg
of their leading scorer Rebekah
Clay.
Muilkens played the ball

O See PANTHERS,2B

•See ROUNDUP, 29

r

t

i

blocks, while freshman midi&
hitter Sara Hayden had two.
Junior libero Heather Norris repelled 22 digs to lead the
Racers and move into a tie for
third place on the MSU career
digs list, equaling MSU Hall
of Earner Jill Doty with 1,599
career digs.
•See VOLLEYBALL, 28

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Murray State University sophomore running back Charlie Jordan hurdles the defense of Eastern Illinois' Garrett Clark (1) and Rashad Haynes (26) in the first half Saturday. Jordan finished with 131 yards on 20 touches, eclipsing the 100-yard mar* for the first time since
Sept. 16 of last season.

WHAT WENT DOWN?

Panthers outpunch Racers
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Wide receiver Micah Rucker caught II passes
for 153 yards as Eastern Illinois got past Murray
State. 27-24 Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium.
The Panthers improved to 3-1 in Ohio Valley
Conference play (4-3 overall) and Murray State
remained winless at 0-3 in conference play (1-5
overall).
Eastern Illinois wasted no time getting on the
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CCMS softball concludes season with winning record
Staff Report
pions) and lost by a score of
Following that game at 1:30
After 41 games. the Cal- 2-). Brittany Reynolds led the p.m.. the [Akers beat Lone Oak
loway County Middle School team that night with three hits, with 4 close score of 3-2. Bensoftball team ended their Sea- Taylor Futrell had two, Lau- son and Wilson each had
son with A record of 27-12-2.
ren Benson added a hit with home run and a single. while
On the weekend of Sept. two sacrifices and Karlee Wil- Taylor Futrell added a single.
Then. at 3 p.m.. the Lakers
28-29, they traveled to the Mid- son had a double.
dle School State Tournament
Now in the losers bracket, defeated Daviess County with
held in Allen Co./Scottsville. the Lakers had a hard road ahead a score of 11-2. Taylor Futrell,
There were 14 teams in the with lone pitcher Reynolds and Benson (triple and a double)
double elimination tourney, at catcher Wilson. At noon Sat- and Cunningham (double) had
which the Laker, eventually urday, the Lakers beat Franklin- two hits, while Wilson added
a double and a walk and Britended up fourth in the state.
Simpson by a score of 12-0. tany Reynolds and
Montana
On Friday night in opening Alyssa Cunningham had a home Rowland
each added a hit.
play, the Lakers beat Warren run and a single. Benson and
Now at 4:30 -- beginning
East with a score of 141. then Reynolds each had two hits,
to run out of steam, the Lakimmediately following that while Futrell added a hit and ers faced Marshall
County,
game they played Christian a walk and Abby Futrell also whom they had Just
beaten in
County (eventual State Chain- added a hit.
a previous tournament. The Lak-

Volleyball

ers lost by a score of 4-1.
Benson, Reynolds, Abby Futrell
and Tonya Parker got the only
hits for the Lakers that game.
while Taylor Futrell drew a
walk. Following that game,
Marshall County lost to Heath,
who in turn lost to Christian
County in the championship.
CCMS will include its season with a banquet Oct, 13 at
6 p.m. at the Family Life Center at Grace Baptist Church.
The CCMS Lady Lakers were
coached by Sammy Cunningham, Chelsea Morris and Teri
Futrell. They were also assisted by varsity coaches James
Pigg, Pat McMillen, Troy Webb
and Teddy Futrell.

•Racers

From Page 1B

From Page 1B

this weekend.
A couple of bright spots came
out of the Eastern Illinois game,
which included the solid running game of Charlie Jordan
and the special teams play of
Demck Townsel.
Jordan eclipsed the 1(8)-yard
rushing mark on the day, the
first for a Racer since the Sept.
16th meeting last season at
Indiana State. The recipient of
the dubious distinction, none
other than Jordan himself.
The 5-foot-8, 192-pound
• The (hid annual Pumpkin sophomore running back ran
Bash Co-Ed Softball Tournament for 131 yards on 20 touches.
will be held Oct 20 in Mayfield
His longest was a 35-yard run
Entry lee is $125 and learns will that resulted
in a touchdown
consist of 6 men and 4 women
at the 4:05 mark in the third
For more information, contact
quarter. Jordan had two touchKent Guthne at 604-0799
downs on the day, while aver• The third annual Marshall aging 6.3 yards per carry.
Jordan. like any gqiid runCounty Little League Classic softning back does, gives all the
ball tournament will be held Nov
23 and 24 at Marshall County credit to his offensive line and
High School Tourney format is
praised the efforts of the front
two pool games then single elimiline Saturday.
nation Entry fee is $100 There
"We went into this week
will be separate divisions for 3rdputting in some new packages
6th grade boys and girls teams
and plays. The 0-line made
T-shirts will be given for first and
sorne big blocks and I just
second place Contact Patricia
tried to make some big runs
Greer
at
527-1453
or
patnaa greer marshal, kyschool for them. We executed well,
Just like we did in practice
S US
this week.Townsel, the 5-9. I69-pound
Kingg County ABA basketball
sophomore, who received some
league will run Nov 1 7 through
dap for his performance in the
Fob. 26. It is open to both boys
and gles teams 8-7. 8-9, 10-11
Racer,' first game of the seaand 12.13 Contact (2701 350son at Louisville alter making
0965 Anyone interested in referone-handed grab that landed
eeing can contact the same numhim on ESPN's SportsCenter
ber
Top II) Plays. was again a
playmaker on special teams,
forcing a fumble on kickoffs
in both the first half and the
second halt.
Griffin said in has post game
The Murray High School
Nit score was unable to run
conference that the decision to
Friday night due to a technical move Townsel to special teams
problem. The box score against Was a move that should have
ulton County High Scht.,I is been made earlier.
below
"Derrick Townsel had a great
individual effort," Griffin said.
The Marra% Ledger, ,( limes "We moved
him out there for
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting, however mis- this game tic's one of our
takes occasionally 04XUT. It IS best players and athletes. That's
the terker's policy to correct one on me. I should have
errors. Ti, report a news mistake moved him out there sooner.
We may not have given up 4
or error, please call 753-1916
punt return here, there and
every where."
7 24 14 6 -- 51
launay
The Murray State special
Fulton Co
6 0 8 6
20
First Owner
learns did have a much
Mu - Kelly 25 pass from Granaryi
improved effort than it did two
leenton kick i
weeks ago. hosting Jacksonville
FC - Harem 10 pass horn Udtey (2 cit
Eastern Kentucky (2-19. 110 OVC I Was led by Bridget
Mustard's 14 kills, hitting .345
with four errors in 29 attacks.
Murray State will take its annual trip to Alabama next weekend, taking on()VC leader Jacksonville State on Friday at 7
p.rn. The Racers will then visit
Samford tin Saturday al 6 p.m.

tailed)
Second Owner
Mu - Kog 5 run iBenton kirk)
Mu - Kelly 33 pass horn Garland
IElenlon kaki
Nu - HasSeti 4 run i7 pt good)
Third Ouarter
Mu - King 8 run !Belton kocki
• - Merrell 4 pass Iron, Garland
Menton luck)
FC - Molise 21 run 12-pt good)
Fourth Oraartsr
Mu -arra 28 run (heti laded)
FC -Keay 24 pass from Utley 12-pt
tailed)
mi•
TEAM STATtSTICS
MH
FC
First Downs
16
20
Rushee Yards
40-357
45-201
Pinang Yards
192
146
Comp An lot
9 17-0
10-25-3
Totai Yards
549
342
F umbers t ust
22
20
Pene0.1 rant;
7-90
55
•••
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING - (Murray) King 78 348 3TE)
(Nevis 3.12 Meshed 2-8 TO Fields 1 ,7
Noose 26 Garland' 1-0 (Fulton CO.)
Waal 76 1S5 TO Hardin 34? S Lkeey
931 1 Utley 3 IS Gleason 1 0 Caldwell
10
PASSING - (Stumpy) Csartand 8-16-0
'06310 Theme 1-024 (Fulton Co.)
S Utley 10-25.3 146 2TO
-(laurevy) Keay 199 210
Thews" SAM TO KAN 112 (Fulton Co.)
KaIN 7.71 TO I Wiry 2-31 Hardin 2.20
TO Wean 1 •.
-4444 1-12

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Ademola

Adeniji

is

in the first
had 198 yards on
Parrott

stopped

by

Murray

half Saturday. The

State's

EIU

Derrick

running

back

35 carries and three touchdowns.

State when Maurice Duprec
had a field day on the MSU
special teams unit.
"No bombs went off today,"
Griffin said jokingly. "A couple of small granades did, but
no bombs.Ikrrick Parrott. a Mayfield
native, who is a 5-10, 183-pound
senior cornerback, finished with
12 tackles that led an upstart
Racer defense that seemed to
play up to its competition, considering the Panthers have one
of the most potent offenses in
the ()VC.
"We felt like we did a pretty good job, hut we've got to
keep getting better. All we can
do is keep fighting. We knew
we had to come out and step
up from the jump and get on
them early.The Panthers had just 77
rushing yards at the half and
167 in the air and finished
with 238 in the game on the
ground and 203 passing for a
total of 441.
Murray State had EIU outgained in niost offensive categories in the first half. leading with 144 on the ground and
trailed by just four in the passing game at 163.

From Page 1B
Panthers kneeled the hall and held on for the
v ictory.
Reeder completed 21 of 29 passes and threw
for 203 yards and a touchdown. Ademola Adenip led the Eastern Illinois rushing attack. carrying 35 times for 197 yards.
Leading 13-10. [-Astern Illinois stretched their
lead to 20-13 on a 10-yard touchdown run by
Ademp late in the third quarter.
But Murray State Cut the lead to three once
again when Derrick Townsel recovered a fumble deep in ['Astern Illinois territory and the
Racers found the end zone on a 5-yard scan,per by Charlie Jordan. The Panthers stretched
their lead to 10 again on their next drive, however, on an 18-yard dish by Adenrii.
Adettiji finished with 198 yards on 35 carnes. averaging 5.6 per run and finishing with

F Illinois
6 0(4 7 -27
Murrayy St
taaed,58
3 0 7 14 -- 24
First Quarter
EIU - Rucker 2 pass lion, Reader (kick
MSU - FG Weiss 35. 1 00
Third Quarter
/DU- Aden* 35 run (Wilke kick). 6)42
VDU - Jordan 35 net (VAtisa kick), 406
En/- Adeniy 10 run (Wilke kick). 02
Fourth Quarter
MSU - Jordan 5 run (Weiss kick). 12 42
EN)-Moat 10 run (Wilke local, 907
MSU - Harper 20 pass from Ehrhardt
(WeiSs kick). 20
A - 5.843
•••
TEAM STATISTICS
EIU
MSU
First Dovms
23
21
Rushes-Yards
46-236
37-168
Passing Yards
203
192
Corny-All Int
21-29-0
23-37-1
Return Yards
0
7
Punts,Aug
4-530
7-40 9
umbles 100
3-3
1-1
Penatties- Yards
5-50
6-50
Tirne of Possession 33 26
26 34
•••
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING -(6.
Adenpi 35-197
Bess 7,32 Ponius 1-7. Reeder 1-3
Grab-Tian 1-0 lean, 1 -(minus I) (Murray
St.) Jordan 20-127 J Jones 4.16
Ehrhardt 11,15 IN Harris 1-10 Townsel
1-0
PASSING - (E. Illinois) Reeler 21-29203 (Murray St.) Ehrhardt 23-27-1/92
RECEIVING - (E. Illinois) Rucker II 153 Name,3-16. Bess 2.12. Admit,2-8,
Fisher I 10 Pomo 1-4 Steckel 1-0
(Murray St.) Nelson 7-83 Harper 5-69.
Jordan 3 11 At Harris 2.10 Ard 2.9.
Kflighl 1-7 Toensel 1-4 J Jones 1-2.
Lightfoot t menus 31

three touchdowns.
.
"Year in and year out they have a good
back,- Racer head coach Matt Griffin said Saturday night. -Bob (Spool does a great job of
recuriting a hack like that. They recruit their
scheme, they have a big zone blocking scheme
and they come off the hall. They always have
a big offensive line. Those things mirror up.
they run together.But the Racers weren't done, getting the
hall back with several minutes remaining and
driving down the field, scoring on a 20-yard
pass from quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt to Rod
Harper
Jordan led the Racers with his first 100yard performance of the season, carrying 20
times for 131 yards and two touchdowns. Quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt completed 23 of 37 passes and threw for 192 yards.

22 students arrested in celebration of upset
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API Eric Loy wasn't too upset when
flames from J burning couch
charred and peeled paint from

No Experience? No Problem.
ornpany-provided CDL training for
qualified candidates
higher

Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 MON 121 N

BYPASS• MURRAY.KY

KiElesurroiccom
.tuove olesongler “fiyIbins.coni

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Postspieson Baseball Standings
All Tin,.. CDT
LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
American League
Friday, Oct. /2
Boston 10 Cleveland 3
Saturday, Oct 13
Cleveland 13, Boston 6, 11 innings
saner, tied 1,1
Monday, Oct. 15
Boston IMatsuzaka 15-12) al Cleveland
(Westbrook 6-9). 6 10 pm
Tuesday, Oct. 16
Boston (VVakeheld 17-12) at Cleveland
(Byrd 15-81 721 pm
Thursday. Oct. 18
Boston at Cleveland 721 pro
Saturday, Oct 20
Cleveland at Boston TBD if necessary
Sunday. Oct. 21
Cleveland at Boston TBD it necessary

WORLD SERIES
Wednesday. Oct. 24
National League at American League
Int
Thursday. Oct. 25
NL at AL (r0
Saturday, Oct. 27
AL at NI
Sunday. Oct. 28
AL at NI.(n)
Monday, Oct. 29
AL at NL it necessary,(n)
Wednesday, Oct. 31
AIL at AL if necessary,(n)
Thursday, Nov. 1
NI at AL it necessary In)
The AP Top 25
By The Associated Press
RecordPlaPvti
1 Ohio St 150)
7-01.599
3
2 South Florida (11) 6-01,503
5
3 Boston College (1) 7-01.448
4
4 Oklahoma (11
6-11.399
6
5 LSIJ It)
6-11,331
1
6 South Carolina
6-11,247
7
7 Oregon
5-11.177
9
8 Kentucky
6-11.098 17
9. West Virginia
5-11.090
8
10 California
5.11083
2
11 Virginia Tech
6-1 951
12
12 Arizona Si ti
7-0948
14
13 Southern Cal
5-1 932
10
14 Florida
4-2865
13
15 Kansas
6-0 664
20
15 Missouri
5-1 664
11
17 Hawaii
7-0551
16
18 Auburn
5-2 488
22
19 Texas
5-2348
23
20 Tennessee
4-2 339
25
21 Georgia
5-2 279
24
22 Texas Tech
6-) 241
23 Cincinnati
6-1 194
15
24 Michigan
5-2 189
25 Kansas Si
4-2 107
Others receiving votes: Penn St 95.
Virginia 85 !tenors 75. BOHM St 37.
Alabama 27 Rutgers 18, Wake Forest
18
Wisconsin 18, Clemson 9,
Connecticut 7 Florida St 6. Maryland 6.
Air Force 4 BYU 2 Troy 1

National Football League Standings
All Times CDT
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L 1 Pc(
New Engtand
6 0 0 1 000
Buffalo
1
4 0 200
N Y Jets
1
5 0 167
Miami
0 6 0 000
&loth
W
L T Pc1
Indianapolis
5 0 0 1 000
Jacksonville
4
1 0 800
Tennessee
3 2 0 600
Houston
3 3 0 500
North
W
L T Pet
Pittsburgh
4
1 0 800
Baltimore
4 2 0 667
Cleveland
3 3 0 500
Cincinnati
1
4 0 200
West
W
L I Pet
KeflsaS City
3 3 0 500
Sari Diego
3 3 0 500
Denver
2 3 0 400
Oakland
2 3 0 400
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pet
Dallas
5
1 0 833
NV Giants
3 2 0 600
Washington
3 2 0 603
Philadelphia
2 3 0 400
South
W
L T Pet
Carolina
4
2 0 667
Tampa Bay
4
2 0 667
Atlanta
1
4 0 200
New Orleans
1
4 0 200
North
W
L T Pet
Green Bay
5
1 0 833
Detrort
3 2 0 600
Minnesota
2 3 0 400
Chicago
2 4 0 333
West
W
L T Pct
Arizona
3 3 0 500
Seattle
3 3 0 500
San Francisco
2 3 0 400
St Louis
0 6 0 000

pay packages

2/3 of Schneider drivers get
home daily Of weekly
Nearly

scheelderiellual somm
SCIiDER.
NIMM4141111 • Fall410-1103

t-iir Loy, it was all part of

celebration of Kentucky's 4337 overtime win over top ranked
LS1.1
"If we had lost. I might be
more upset,- he said at the sight.
But it was a piece of Junk anyway.The fire was part of mayhem that ensued after the WildCats stopped the Tigers in the
third °volume In the parties that
ensued. Unisersity of Kentucky
and State Police arrested at least
22 people on a VaTIC'Es of charges
in and around Commonwealth
Stadium. Unisersity ot Kentucky
spokesman Jay Blanton told The
-tome tined Press on Sunday
the

Most of the arrests were for
disorderly conduct. alcohol intoxication and trespassing, Blanton
said
"The trespassing. that was for
folks running into the field after
the game.- Blanton said
The number of arrests was
comparable to those after the
Louisville game, though the number of illegal trespassing charges
were higher. Blanton said.
Couches were found ablaze
near the heart of off-campus student housing as parties raged
until ant., with bonfires in driveways and Lexington police monitoring

the city by helicopter
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Sunday's Games
Minnesota 34 Chicago 31
Baltimore 22. Si Louis 3
Philadelphia 16. N Y Jets 9
Cleveland 41. Miami 31
Green Bay 17. Washington 14
Kansas City 27. Cincinnati 20
Tampa Bay 13, Tennessee 10
Jacksonville 37. Houston 17
Carolina 25. Arizona tO
New England 48. Dallas 27
San Diego 28 Oakland 14
New Orleans 28. Seattle 17
Open Buffalo, Indianapolis. Pittsburgh,
Denver. Detroit. San Francisco
Monday's Game
N Y. Giants at Atlanta. 7 30
Sunday, Oct. 21
Tampa Bay at Detroit. Noon
Atlanta at New Orleans. Noon
Tennessee al Houston. Noon
Anzona at Washington, Noon
New England at Miami, Noon
Baltimore at Buffalo. Noon
San Francisco at N V Giants. Noon
Kansas City at Oakland. 3 05 p m
NY Jets at Cincinnati. 305 pm
Si Louis at Seattle, 3 15 p m
Minnesota at Dallas, 3 15 pm
Chicago at Philadelphia. 3 15 p to
Pittsburgh at Denver 7 15 p m
Open San Diego. Green Bay. Carolina
Cleveland
Monday, Oct. 22
Indianapolis at Jacksonville. 7 30 p m
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•Panthers

his 199S Saturn

New

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

National League
Thursday, Oct. 11
Colorado 5. Arizona 1
Friday, Oct. 12
Colorado 3 Arizona 2 11 innings
Sunday, Oct. 14
Colorado 4 Arizona 1 Colorado leads
series 3-0
Monday, Oct. 15
Anzona (Owings 8-81 at Colorado
(Morales 3-2). 9 18 p m
Wednesday, Oct. 17
Arizona at Colorado 7 37 p m
necessary
Friday. Oct. 19
Colorado at Anzona 7 37 p to if necessary
Saturday. Oct. 20
Colorado at Arizona TBD it necessary

SportsBriets

Correction
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NISI,' Cross Country -Team

•Roundup
From Page 1B
time of 18:44.26. Kristen Miller
ahead for Clay who eluded two (19:02.77: 16th place) gave
TTU defenders and ripped a shot Murray State their fifth top-16
to the top left corner of the finisher.
Kristin
Reffett
net from 25 yards out. It was (20:02.71; 46th). Ashley MyszClay's sixth goal of the sea- ka (20:48.08; 61st). Emily
son.
Orrnay (21:1(1.35: 71st). and
MSU Cross County
Amber Thomas (23113.07:
The Murray State women's 102nd) also all contributed to
cross country team took the Murray States first place fincrown of the University of ish, the first such finish this
Evansville Invitational over the year for head coach Dereck
weekend, finishing first out of Chavis.
13 teams today in the 5k run.
The Racers finished with a
total time of 1:33:43.49. with
WONSOng PT;
an aserage time of 18:44.70.
Lindy Softer
Sophomore Taylor Crawford
worm Ure.ch WOO Win
finished in seventh place out
to imam ray ca Arm.
of 124 runners for the Racers
carti us
with a time of 18:33.01. while
.." 641111 NEN II.• 2534442
junior Alaina Zanin finished
right behind her in eighth place,
TV, radio
with a time of 18:39.49.
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
Katelyn Jones 118:43.96)
6 p.m.
FOX - ALCS Boston at Clevleand
continued her strong freshman
9'1S p.m.
campaign with an 11th place
TBS - NLCS Arizona at Colorado
NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE
finish, with Asenath NaAman
7:30 p.m.
nipping at her heels with a
ESPN - N V Gams at Atienta
12th place performance and a
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
the rust insertion of Meer ads tor any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect

Computers

insertion Any error should be upon
Pct
¶000
200
167
000

ed immediately so COrrectioris
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The 2007 County Tax Bins are now due and payable
If you do not receive your bill in the next few days,
please contact the County Sheriff', Office When
mailing your payment, please include your copy of
the tax bill or put the tax bill number on your check
If you wish a paid receipt returned to you, please
include a selfaddressed. stamped envelope The following are the collection datesDiscount - October 15, 2007 through
November 15, 2007
Face Amount - November 16,2007 through
December 31.2007
5% Penalty. January 1, 2008 through
January 31, 2008
10% Penalty- February 1, 2008 arid thereafter
Important Notice:
Payments made during the to% penalty period
but prior to the Sheriff's delinquent tax claim
Sale are subject to an additional 1001 Sheriff's
Fee. In additional to the 10% penalty, payments
made after the Sheriff's delinquent tax claim
sale are subject to a 2001 County Attorney's Fee
and a 10% County Clerk's Fee.

Notice is hereby given that the Bank of Cadiz &
That Co„ 79 Main Street, Cadiz, Ky., 42211 has
made application to the Federal Deposit Ineurance
Corporation, Washington, D.C. 20429 for its written
consent to locate a branch bank at 630 North 12th
Street, Murray, Ky.
Any person wishing to comment on this application
may file his or her comments in writing with the
regional director of the Federal Deposit Ineurance
Corporation at its Regional Office, 500 West Monroe,
Suite 3300, Chicago, Illinois, 60661, not later than
October 30, 2007.

ttsbu gh

The non-confidential portions of this application are
on file in the regional office and are available for
public inspection during regular business hour.
Photocopies of the non-confidential portion of the
application file will be made available upon request.
Dated Octeber 15, 2007

Carolina

7 30

Notice
DIETING/ So are we
Salads @ Sandra D's
94E. 293-3816

pm

p in

JEM Productions
Transfer home movies
& pictures to DVD.
Most formats supported. Great gift idea.
for
Plan
now
Christmas! 270-3288719
POND
Stocking!
Thurs., 10/181 The
• Fish Truck will be at
:Murray SS 10:30:11:15. 1-800-335-2077
• www.kyfishtruck.com
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
. their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
• accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
•'activities.

sten Miller
ace) gave
ifth top-16
Reffett
hley MyszLI. Emily
71st), and
(23133.07;
intuited to
place finfinish this
ch Dereck

Yr

PSYCHIC
READINGS
Advice, help on all
problems of life
Mrs Ann

270-767-0508
[
1:111st Ind Found
LOST White Cheek
Long haired female
white & grey cat 17
years - looks much
younger Old Newburg
Rd 436-2838
060
Help Wanted

Soifer
lineetegsny
Smoolar
ta taw
.•7534442

SEBALL
Clevleand
I Colorado
LEAGUE
mien%

430
430
440
445
450
456
440
470
410
465
450
416
500
510
520
530
560
570

A child needs you,
Become a foster par
ant, up to 536/day
WKUMFS
270-443
9004
HELP WANTED
Part/Full time -flexible
schedule- 7 days a
week
$9hr after paid training
a Benefits
1 -888-974-JOBS
T079100207

060
Help Wanted

Reel Esters
Mare Property
Lots For See
Lots For Pent
FORM Fm $1114
Acreage
Homes FO.1 Saie
Ikeercycies & ATY•
Aueo Pete
9900 160.15 Velum.
Used Cars
Orbs
Used MIC66
Campers
Scots 4 Motors
Senikee Catered
Free Column
Totes.° 4 Supplies

060
Help Wanted

TOP SALES PROS NEEDED
If you are interested in having the benefits
that a top pro deserves, you need to come see
us at Shelby Automotive and apply now. We
are looking for 3 of the TOP performers in
Western Kentucky in automobile sales to
make our dealership the best place to buy
your next vehicle.
Benefits include:

• $50,000/year guarantee
• Demo Bonus Program
• Insurance and Benefit Package
Experience is very necessary! We are only
looking for the BEST in the area!
Paul Ruff Sales Manager
Shelby Automotive
270-247-4111

DIRECTOR OF RESPIRATORY
Director of Respiratory oversees the
operation/procedures of the respiratory
department which includes the sleep lab.
Director position is a clinical working
manager.
Desire candidate with at least 2 years
experience working as a respiratory
technician in a hospital with sleep lab
experience. Prefer someone with supervision experience. KY respiratory license
required.
at
www.Parkway RegionalHospital.com
Send completed application to:
Applications available

Parkway Regional Hospital

Bank of Cadiz & Trust Co
PO. Box 2020
Cadiz, Ky. 42211

Noon
pm

Fens Equicerami
Hem Eq./peers
Sport. Equipment
Prrnmed
Wearer
WIMP Holm Lola For lierie
Noble Home For $ala
Pobile Hem.For Rent
0.005.14.,.. Lob For Herd
Swine.* /451r61114
600
,
,
4 041154 Fm Am*
Rowse For Rent
Houses For Rem
Seems RenWe
Commendel Property
Pete A Strwilles
lhiestece a Superb*.
Pubes Sere
Land For IMP or Mime

1 ,1,1'1

55

t

Si)'
-

Wetcescity

Fri.11 tit
Fn.11un.
NaL1pri.
No.5p.

Thursday

Wed. 1

Monday

$8.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
I I "s. 1

DEADLINES

Swirl Save
Tuts*

5 I 1 is

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. CLusifieds go into Smart Saver)

Fe*

No p.m.

Sea*

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

CALLOWAY COUNTY TAXPAYER'S NOTICE
0
0
r

110
105
ZOO
210
220
2W
770
ZOO
2015
300
330
330
340
360
370
350
390
410
425

Attn: Human Resources
2000 Holiday Lane
Fulton, KY 42041
Fax 270-472-8072
060
Help Warded
COMPUTER
Operator/Data
Specialist for a growing
small business. Utilize
specialized software to
manipulate database
files and process customer lobs. Expenence
with
Databases &
Spreadsheets
required. Visual Basic
and/or C++ programming experience helpful. Send resume and
letter of application to
Automated Direct Mail,
1410 North 12th St.,
Suite G. Murray, KY
42071.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing tlie
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
websne, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
on if you have any
questions regarding
the Miura) area
jirb listings Thank you
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at.
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FULL time position
available for busy doctor's
office.
Send
resume to P.O. Box
Murray,
KY
205,
42071.
GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the folpositions
lowing
RN/LPN 2P-10P full
time. SRNA 6A-2P fulltime Anyone interested in becoming part of
Our team may apply in
person at Green Acres
Health Care, 402 W
Farthing St., Mayfield.
KY 42066

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ADVERTISING SALES
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Advertising
Sales
Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising, Marketing, and Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission, are all part of
an excellent benefit package.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer
LOCAL company now
hiring telephone marketing specialists. Full
and part-time positions
available. Training provided. S7-$16 per
hour. Paid weekly. Cali
759-4958.
MORTGAGE
Protection Specialist
$50K+++FT/PT
call 270-293-0452

Nolo Welted For
ilorroy/Moyfiold
Ares !tininess
No experience necessary, will train on
site, Pay from $200
week to $500 with
increase possible
after 90 days.
Incentive programs
available.
Must
have reliable transportation
Cell Wednesday
Oct. 17, 2007

270431-2109
SECRETARY
PT/$8 an hour
Send Res to
INS4u1230gmail.com

National Property
Management
Company is seeking a
full time Assistant
Manager with bookkeeping experience.
iiDrug Free Workforce
'Background
Screening 'Benefits
'Equal Opportunity
Employer • Please fax
resume to (270)7593005

NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
DrIve-in, 217 S. 12th
St.. Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
P/T Volunteer coordinator, 15 hours/wk.
Degree or experience
in human service-related field, experience
supervising, managing
and coordinating volunteers: strong communication skills: Proficiency in Microsoft
Office. Send resume
with job-related references to CASA, 305
North
Street,
4th
Murray KY 42071, by
10/22/07.

060
len Wants
WORKING
parents
seeking experienced,
full/part-time day care
provider for newborn. If
interested, please call
293-4479 after 5PM.
References
are
required

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
(omplete Formal Wear Headquarters

INSURANCE

lab)
11

Lou V. McCrary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

Limousines & Vans
asJILIIIKar

sffilifAMT

K4 M..
111.111161.1 KS FOR KW/
Warp.KY 41071
1811841171757
37045640W

r

iF
omestic
l & Chlidcaro
All Ocemise Trassportation • Airport Service. Certified Drivers

CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553
HOUSE cleaning
Cabins- apts 7599031
978-6554
WILL clean houses
Please call 293-5806

WILL clean out free:
storage bins, houses,
garages, attic for anything of value. 270564-7575 or 270-2269412

Computer
Connection
403 Sycamore - 752-0438
Computer Sales/Service
Networking Services
Lase Printer & Laptop Repair
MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified
Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556

"How To Protect A Lifetime

- PREPLANNING -

Of Savings"

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

*14.4% is guaranteed on first year

moniey.

Avoid inflationary cost.

'No risk to principal because it is guaranteed
The rate is subject to change so call now

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.

(270)210-2533

150
Artkies
For Sale
07 Hot tub, brand new
in package, 6-7 person, lots of jets, digital,
ozoneator, water fall,
cover, retail $7.300,
must sell
$3,600.
(573)300-1031
CHAIN link fence. 6
pieces: 8'x6' each,
latchable gate. $200
complete.
323-5785556. 270-759-1752
CHEROKEE
20'
gooseneck trailer with
dovetail & ramps,
14,000lb.
capacity.
$2,850.
Load-Trail 18' bumper
pull trailer with dovetail
& ramps, 9.0001b.
winch mounted on it.
$2.000.
20ft gooseneck with
dovetail & ramps,
$1,600.
437-4295. 227-6611
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
RESTAURANT
Equipment: S/S hood
w/fire extinguisher system, $2,300. Stove.
$600. S/S table, $600.
chairs.
Tables,
4
Display
$10/each.
case, $450.270-5647575

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

If you have, 401-K, 403-B, Stocks, Mutual
Funds, CD's or other retirement investments.

270-753-2411

Call Ron SallIn (Agent)
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell 270 210-2533

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

Commercial Waste
Disposal

KiteIvaniAIM Fashero.PaySnal am.
'Whirlpool

201 S. 3rd' Murray, KY 42071
Terry !sato/Karen !macs, Cooler,

At Types of Refuse Service

ulab e55

ZP

ME

1400685-6033
TRAVIS ASPHALT

Appliance
& Electrical Repair
Hazel, KY 42049

226-9398
492-8191

Paving - Sealcoating - Hauling

Tony Travis
270-753-2279

Want to Buy

GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
healers. Used carpeting. 753-4109
WANT to buy: 5 to 20
wooded
acres in
Calloway County. 270
559-1681 or 270-227
1913

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

TN Lit #69393• KY LiciCE60221 NE9837
Serving West KY & West TN For 23 Years

Call Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
at 753-1916
and place your ad today!

$100 for old cars
trucks,
campers
boats/trailer motors
270-564-7575, 270
227-8037
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

BUYING old U.S. coin
and pocket knife collections. 293-6999
CASH paid for
•j good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $992 on Part A. $131 on
Part B Call me for more information

'42'r

140

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

VISA

150

150
Articles
For Sue

HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LG, Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

Calloway County
•Ictorial History
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350

Mobile Homes For Sale

Articles
For Sale
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD programming
w/HD
upgrade. Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. + $5.00
for local networks. Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more into,
759-0901 or toll free:
877-455-0901
DIRT
DADDY'S

TOP SOIL

1995
Fleetwood
Reflection 16'x80' 3BR
2BA. New laminate
wood floors and fans.
Recently painted interior. Front and rear
decks,
refrigerator,
oven, washer, dryer
and C/H/A unit included. $15,000 will negotiate. Call 227-1124
2006 16x68 Northern
built Fleetwood manufactured home. Shingle
& vinyl with 10ft, front
porch and brick Nailite
skirting. 2BR, IBA.
$29,900 or finance for
$1.600 down payment,
$308 monthly. 1-800455-3001

Mobile Homes For Rent
14X60 2BR 2BA $400
703-4768

2BR 2BA, nice large
yard, $450 month
Cornerstone Realty &
Rental 761-RENT

3BR with appliances,
central air, 5 minutes
from MSU, 121 North.
$325/mo. + deposit.
Call after 4:00, 7533560

SMALL 2BR in country.
References required.
759-1837

Best the county nes
JAZZY Power Electric
Chair. Real good condition. $800. 227-4439
nEADE Telescope
8in.
SchmidtCassegrain,
UTCH
Codings, computerized
GO TO, used less than
2 hours, like new in
box, no tripod. $1,400
731-641-2898
MEADE Telescope
8in., Schmidt-Chretien.
UTCH codings, computerized GO TO, digital color camera, with
tripod, new in box,
never used, $2,300.
Case w/ six eye pieces
731-641available.
2898
NEW pool table, never
used, 1'-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, felt,
acc, package, retails
$4,500, selling for
$1,500, must sell
(573)300-1031
REPO Buildings- factory has (3) arch style
steel buildings for
sale
immediate
30x38/45x72.
Must
sell. Call Bill B 800941-1140
STRAW for sale. $2.50
bale. 227-7352. 7534582
STRAW for sale, $3
bale 293-1272

Call Terrell TictweIl

753-9075
(270)227-2193

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

...gaMITCHike

ttiargoon8
subscribe

LEDGER &TIMES

WARD-ELKINS
On

the Square

MU,TO,

(270) 753-1713

Home Delivery
3 ma.
$28.00
6 one.
$52.50

160
Home Furnishings

OAK gas ventless fireplace. 6' exterior french
doors. 270-354-8255
or 270-703-6735

Local Mail

$99.00 6 mo.
1 yr.

I yr.
DINING room table & 4
chairs. Chrome legs
with rollers. 753-8438
KHAKI couch, computer, TV, $150 for everything. 753-6232

the ...

MURRAY

$60.00
$104.00

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
$75.00
3
$96.00
6 mo.---...$90.00 6 mo.
1 yr.
$145.00
Rest of KY/TN
4Pur,ear A. Hoch...no

,

Check

Money Order

Visa

MA'

Name
I St. Address
I
City

Zip

I State
Daytime Ph.

Mail this coupon with payment to:
FIREWOOD for sale
pick-up or delivery
Call for prices
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424

Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040

Murray

Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS

411 • *Hondas, October IS, 2007

Murray Ledger & Times ,
Marra

Safule Our
Velerans

110

,vstote Land Auction

* A TRIBUTE TO VETERAN'S DAY
*

01' 10:00 AM

-.N\

Aircraft Carner USS Midway
1 19714-19791

Rd., Rayburn Rd. St Mayberry Lat., Lynn Grove,
KY - From Lyon Grove, KY Take I h.q. 893 South (Rayburn Rd.)
Miles To Suggs Rd. Then West .3 Miles To Farm. Signs Posted!
HIGHLY PRODUCTIVE 94.1 ACRES utastt- MAKE A ‘1 lEi LAND INNIS I MI N

Nava/ Special Warfare

BUILDING SITES, MINI FARM
TRACTS,GREAT DEER,TURKEY
AND SMALL GAME HUNTING,
PRIME LEVEL CROP LAND,A
TREMENDOUS TRAcr OF LAND
IN CALLOWAY CO.

9A8tt ACRES

Command SEAL Team 2
11979-19841

...)

0 Only $11 per spot • i one person per photo, 20 word limit I
Double spots: $18 .140 word [intim

Deadline: Friday November id at S:00 pet
.ong win a serf aoaressed stamped

REAL ESTATE TRAC1'ACREAGE;
I' 3.141, 2' 31205,3' 2.552,4'
2.544, 5' 2.525,6* 8.697, 7* 7.686,
8' 5.435,9 30.885, 10' 3.214

ei .....4,0
‘
,,,,, ,r,.- , ,,..-s mon Fir 7 )0AM-500PM at mai to Murray
Ledger ard Times Are, Classifieds PO Box IWO Murray KY 12071

0

of Murray, KY

1\91.-ocation: Suggs

in Honor of
Tom Berry

i

Short Drive West

f•••
In Honor or In Memory (circle one)

1
Rank

BIN ANY ritAcr, COMBINATION,OR ENTIRE PROPERTY1
Ellsmay(mums I SA 1 arm 1610 - 'laying 94.1 Acres In Cropland. With torn Rase Of
A.m., And Sin Firm bti.v 411.11 ALM. DCP
2(X)' Annual Payment S1.4'4 00 dollars

Branch of Service

AUCTION HELD AT LYNN GROVE RESTAURANT

Name of Veteran

Inc I /4.141ka fillfa huff of

Date of Service

RFA I

Message

41.11

HIWU

tYour Name

ir

To Ront

Apertrnints For. Rent

HOUSE in country.
36R. possible long
term Possible option
IQ buy 219 613 0227

t & 2 bdr apts No
pets Leave a mes
sage. 270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts. near
.lowntown
Murray
starting at 5200/mo.
753-4109
1BEI low utilities, no
pets. S245/mo. 7533949
1BR, various locations.
5200-5300 Coleman
RE 753-11898

DUPLEX apartment
Like new, located in
Northwood
Carport,
2E1R. all appliances
with gas heat and central air
$575 per
month. Phone 7533018
EXCEPTIONALY nice, large 1 bedroom,
unfurnished ($345) All
appliances including
washer and dryer
270-759-5885 or 270293-7085
LARGE
213R. 1604
Miller. $500 month
Large 38R. furnished,
all utilities paid. 1606
Miller. $800 month
270-519-2699

Apartments For Rent

Callim a

;arden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1606 onion,t (hi,:• Mint.n, KY 42071
270-753-8556

TM) I -8941-545-1833 - Ext. 283
)I lictittsim ApArtment,
Central Heat and Air
Applhalhar.
k

Apartments For Rent
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accent Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056
VERY nice large two
bedroom smoke free,
no pets. $450 416 N
8th 489-2741

houses
Lease
&
deposi
request:I. 753-4109
36111 ¶58*. immaculate condition, extended lease required, no
pets References and
deposit required 1116
Fairtane Dr $750 per
month 270-293-4602
38R
brick
1.5BA,
C/H/A, over 2,000
sq ft Comer of Bonn
and Poor Farm Rd.
$675 mo 293-7872
38R, 1- 1/2BA. S W of
town large yard. appli
ances, 5700/mo •
deposit. references.
NO PETS 293-0247

InTicv 'lours K a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
?BR IBA. all appliances.
C/H/A
641 /Northwood 270753-0259
2BR Duplex 1302
Valleywood S425/rno
293-7738 293-1446
210i duplex. mai
C/ft, A. appliances ha
rushed Various loca
bons Coleman RE
753-9098
48R 28A. all appliances, central WA
Coleman RE 753-9898
SOUTHWOOD
condominiums All appliances included 7679948

603 t, hestnut •11)11 ,`
Patti apt DepAit of
°fence. IMM 270
227-3331

LIVE Oak Apts.
, Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
28R $34000
313k $42500
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NICE 28R duplex
Carport No pets 2273054 or 753-7157

RED OAKS APTS
SP•cI41
S100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-06438-

Stones Rentsla

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

753-3653

AVAILABILITY
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
Call For Sizes & Prices
Security Gate

is

St. Rt. 45 North • MaytledilL KY MOSS
(270)24732b3 • 800-380-4318
Visit our Webalts: wwww.harrtsauctkms.cont
31356

r ew

Monis
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

110(t(iESs
sl 1 1-S10101.1

FOR Rent
Boat & RV storage
12x36 units
11,12 garage doors
Morality/yearly rates
1270)978-0559
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 k Main
(270) 753-6266
Coll (270) 293-4183
9am -ripm

VERY nice commercial
building for lease in
Murray area. Over
8.800 S F Great for
retail, offices, restaurant, or any kind of
business Has parking
lot, central h/a, and
security
system
St .800/mo 270-2939349

AKC
Registered
Bloodhound pups with
tun
regletratton
2
females, 3 males left
all
Seriou..
red
inquiries, please 27F
748-5427

PITBULL puppies for
sale. 270-227-7813

REGISTERED Toy and
Tiny
Toy Poodles
(270)489-2761
390
Supplies
1994 Sooner 4 horse
slant all aluminum
horse trailer New tees,
great condition Call
753-2905 or 293-8595
5X6 round bales-Of
mixed grass hay 2275105

\\

Stu,,,, I

Ton., I •II

o‘holoddnendsosaIor,
•
rental of Jahmeleng
-.ter tkrol iior. ii-- to Anna rndesoed
'Anal law

•s,,, , • ,
r rood
*Sat,S ,an
•We
• f
•We rent U Hauls
753-9600

inmate,
• ...ny kr Peal
,,Aaron nit is
• an lever
Swarm ado, ,
• .• on an Apo! ,
..lher widta,,•
• Adorwowna

3 bedroom

rusk oats

OFFICE
availabi• Prime location 753-2905. 2931480

2 1/2 bath C/11/A on

corner lot in Crossfield Sub.
Remodeled, very nice.

753-2905 • 270-293-8595

NNt Ru liot s
tt.s Location.
.1_0,3, 4._ °grail....
au a xreatis epropeel s sots ers.c.
2711,'"fil•Illl

1.96 ACRE WATERFRONT with dock
built' KY Lake
$69.900 Only one,
Call owner 615-515PRIME lakefront, 1M-it
view and access
acreages at 14811/1111
prices
kylakesale.corn or
call 800-704-3154
SAI E or rent 3B11
28A. lake view, private
dock, complete furnished $900 month or
$255.555 Cornerstone
Realty A. Rental 761 SELL

5 acre residenhaVcommercial.
Murray
$65.000
978-1880
Mark Fredrick R6Jk4ax
RE A
LAKE Bargain! 1.
acre lake access with
free boat slips
$29 900 Great terms
Call 800-704-3154

Acr•P
5 to 195 acres Was
Calloway
Possibe
owner financing 489
2116 leave message

110 Ash St.
1.700 sq ft 3.4BR
1BAbnck Prrts
below 5300mo for

38R 1.5BA brick home
Immaculate move-in
condition. $114,900.
1116 Fewlene. 270293-4602
4 bedroom brick, 2bath. C/H/A, on 2 lots
$165,000 Other listings at
allthelishrigs.com.
(270)753-4109
A vital young-family
area with lots of neighborhood tun _Updated
three bedroom brick
ready for occupancy .Only $81,900.
Call Lori
753-1492 OCENTURY 21.
EXECUTIVE home in
Murray. unique design
with all amenities, 1
acre wooded lot,
replacement cost
$500,000 sale price
$316,000 by owner
12700753-9686
FOR Sale/Lease: 38R
28A lakefront property
vr, dock, 2-1/2 car
garage w/ apt. 270759-9046. 270-9783953

III \ I I
Ill It I HI I II '
I N 1 N II

ii761-1 •

Taurus.
'94
red,
loaded, great condition. Ride and drive
anywhere.
$1,850
OBO. 753-6556, 2938204
1992 Chevy Caprice.
178K miles, $1.200
492-8290, leave message

2002 Toyota Tundra
65. Exastiset cond.
tion, 1 owner, white
with tan cloth interior,
PL, PW. CD, tow package,
access
cab,
68.000 miles Asking
$14,500 OBO. Call
Chris at 270-293-3391.
1982 Chevy short
wheel base, 350 motor,
$1,500.
20'
camper,
pull
51,500. 227-3116

rizscr.

MOTOR home H.R.
Neptune 36' diesel
pusher. 8KW diesel
generator, 2 slides,
queen bed. lacks, 4dr.
fridge wace maker,
B.U. camera, electric
awning, extended warranty,
24K
miles
$98,500. More into call
731-641-2898
&Rotors

1994 Gruman pontoon
18', 40HP, live well
new FF. new trolling
motor, excellent condition. $3800 492-8006

1980 Bomber Bass
Boat wr trailer and
90HP motor, $2,300
270-564-7575
2269414

\If

NEW 3BR. 2-Bath.
2.430 sq ft w/1,730 sq.
ft living area. Misty
Meadows Subdivision
in Oaks Country Club
Area 293-1681 or 2930234

Construction
NEW
38R 28A quiet neighborhood Almost completed
Call
Cornerstone Realty &
Rental for more into
761-SELL

hidolostls

buyers

Al Joe's Mower
repair pick-up. delivery 436-2867

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
Landscaping &
Leaf Vat uuming
Satisfaction guaranie
753-1816 227-061
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

Hill Electric
SII1Ce 1986

24 noun sumo
km.. Cum .& Ind

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A to B Moving. Local
and long
distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured 4373044.
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions. decks
Hauling, clean up junk
Garage, yards,
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

ASPHALT
Mitchell Bros.
PaN log
411 trai•i

Ill

759-05111
753-1537

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

DAVID'S
Cleaning
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences,
etc.(270)527-7176
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odcl jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roots,
decks.
293-5438

FREE
Scrap Appliantes
MOS Slam Windows & Dew
scrap mew 'Mx,,,, & hair
annE uo mint .Careattent

# ;11LT
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, fire- •
wood. Insured. 4892839.

II \I I
\\

• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

Mounted

LANDOWNERS/FARM
EFIS:
Are coyotes, raccoons,
beavers or other animals causing you problems? I can help, my
service may be free
during trapping season Steve 978-2747

NEED A
METAL ROOF!
CALL
1270052-0414 Ask forDarren
Nightertgale

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No lob too small.
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
Quicker. Better.

Cheaper.

270-753-2279

RIEDUCID
Commercial Bldg

2297 State RI 94 East
2688 sq feet
806 acre lot
Will rent or lease
576.900
753-5856 -- 293-7127

UMlyWMe
2005 black Mercury
Mariner
V6, axe,
black/tan
inferior.
clean
Serious
mouton only $15,000
227-1879, 492-8017

BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY MILL,
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
Calloway

Trash Service
•AUTOMATED BILLING
•CONTAINERS AVAIL
•RATES STARTING AT
$154.10
7414740 393-4045

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its:
sources reliable, but:
inaccuracies do occur.!
Readers using this:
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein:
are believed to be rep- ;
utable. The Murray;
Ledger & Times, noP,•
any of its employees
.
'
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their.
activities.

CATHY'S
WalIpapenng,
Painting, Cleaning.
270- 227-6606 731498-8904

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

CONCRETE
Work:
Walls, floors, footers,
driveways,
patios,
sidewalks, decoratives
Call 270-493-0144.

YEARRY'S
Service. Free
mates. Phone
2562, 227-0267

Tree
esti-

•

From cksIn to labncarson to professional installabon. your work is dors•
ra
,
'
,
lend", tree'
Come check out the Reed interiors difference for yourself!

NOWT APPLIANCE
MDMIX1122

'Locally Owned &
Operated

MURRAY APPLIANCE
212

land.
Lo
son o
meet'
ers C

Party.
30
St
and
mem
Sch
the
Farm
a me
name
the 8
tucky
to M
Oct.
El

To
288

days
Mat
for
by
Pan

Be
a I

293-8688

I Thousands of the latest fabrics. literally, thousands!
2. Stylish drapery hardware.
3. Beautiful custom bedding.
a. Custom upholstery rues r.« •
5. Interior design services designed to fit your budget .:rwv,

'Full Parts Dept

ijuana
ing a

Posing, Scalcoating
I tattling
N lit 1N is

Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed Interiors

'Service After Sale

liffe
fu-st
Pu
loway

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Starting at 520

Coll 753-560

ent of

11'v-tit
\II si

408 5. 12th It. • Ts 3-6 341
omrniunial Prop
For Sall

at Call
has

NADEAU'S
Construction
'Flooring *Decks
.Vinyl siding •All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured

14 15. 16 inch

1171

to Te
Oct. 9
20

530

9Zeed Dfrikerviavs,

752-0456 • 978-0742

Peek Far 111•41
2.000 square fee
office
space
and
adicaning 2.000 square
test livincl apace downtown 978-0696

Used Cars
2004 Pontiac Grand
Prix.
Absolutely
loaded. Black with tan
leather interior. Heads
up display. 67,000
miles.
owner.
1
$13,995.
270-2934602

[
1:13Li
alit Property

REGISTERED Mt. Cur
puppies. Born 8/20
Shots
&
wormed
Champion bloodlines
$150 each 753-8965

Now renting
Leceda 721IS 4th St

PREMIER
MINISTORACIE
•,•-side climate control

Nomss For San

DOG Obedience
436-2858.

salaIn or.ri me,
,miutsie 0decuiaro

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

TL a6402•IF 04637

MURRAY
Courtsquare Prime
retail location for rent
or lease Over 1800 vi
ft Available Nov 2007
(865)705-5812

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
270-436-5496
270493-6906

Homes For Mb

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

753-9562

4

Commerical Prop. For

Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - hip or small

A Lawmen in 5.and Marketing '•YOur Preallsereforsal Auctkinesoris -

Phone
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10 years ago
The Murray State News celebrated its 70th anniversary as a
newspaper for MSU during the
homecoming weekend.
Betsy Inman. David Robinson
and Sarah Nuckley were winners
of the Diabetes Bike-A-Thon held
in Murray.
Tiffany Hale was presented
the annual Janie Story Scholarship by the Hazel Woman's Club.
Binhs reported include a girl
to Tern and Teddy Alexander,
Oct. 9.
28 years ago
Jane Sisk, a biology teacher
at Calloway County High School,
has been named a 1987 recipient of a $25,300 Chnsta McAuliffe Fellowship. She was the
first recipient from Kentucky.
Published is a picture of Calloway County Sheriff J.D.
Williams with some of the marijuana recently confiscated during a raid on a farm near Crossland.
Louise Short presented a lesson on "Bedding Dahlias" at a
meeting of Pottertown Homemakers Club held at the Boston Tea
Party.
30 years ago
Steve McCuiston, son of Mr.
and Mrs. W.D. McCuiston and
member of Calloway County High
School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America, will receive
the highest degree, American
Farmer, by the National FFA at
a meeting in Kansas City, Mo.
Don Tuckerof Murray has been
named "Realtor of he Year" by
the 8,000 members of the Kentucky Association of Realtors.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Hutson,
Oct. 8.
40 years ago
Elected as officers of the First

accoons,

ther aniou probhelp, my
be free
ng sea• 8-2747

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Oct. IS, the
288th day of 2007. There are 77
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 15, 1917, Dutch dancer
Mata Hari, convicted of spying
for the Germans, was executed
by a French firing squad outside
Paris.
On this date:
In 1860, 11-year-old Grace
Bedell of Westfield, N.Y., wrote
a letter to presidential candidate

District Education Association at
a meeting at Murray Slide University were Jason White, superintendent of Lyon County Schools,
president; Harper Starkhouse,
guidance counselor for Paducah
Schools, president-elect; and Vernon Shown, principal of Murray
University School, vice president.
The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held its
October meeting at the Conservation Education Center in the
Land Between the Lakes with
Paul Sturm of Murray as the
speaker.
50 years ago
Dr. Woodfin Hutson, dentist,
and Dr. C.C. Lowry, surgeon,
both of Murray, were speakers
at the meeting of Medical and
Dental Association of Caldwell.
Tngg and Lyon Counties held at
Kuttawa.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Freeman a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. John Cohoon,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Max
Rogers and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. L.L. Veal Jr..
60 years ago
Between 250 to 300 people
attended the Skating Party, sponsored by the Murray High School
Unit of the Parent-Teacher Association held on the block of South
Eighth Street between Poplar and
Main Streets. The street was
roped off for the party.
Mrs. W.W. McElrath, Mrs.
Henry Elliott, Mrs. Fred Gingles,
Mrs. E.W. Riley, Mrs. H.P. Wear
and Mrs. Louella Peterson, members of the J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of
the Confederacy, attended the
Kentucky convention of the UDC
held at Mammoth Cava National Park, Park City.

Abraham Lincoln, suggesting he
could improve his appearance by
growing a beard.
In 1914, the Clayton Antitrust
Act was signed into law by President Woodrow Wilson.
In 1928, the German dirigible
Graf Zeppelin landed in Lakehurst. N.J., completing its first commercial flight across the Atlantic.
In 1937, the Ernest Hemingway novel -To Have and Have Not"
was first published.
In 1945, the former premier

Frustrated in third marriage,
wife finds comfort with friend
DEAR ABBY: I have been
married three times. The first
time we were both too young.
My second marriage was a
stupid mistake. Now I have a
wonderful husband, but I feel
like something is missing in
our relationship.
The
biggest
problem we
seem
to
have is sex.
He is a normal
male
who wants
to make love
to his wife.
Then there
is me, never
wanting sex.
By Abigail
There's
a
Van Buren
six-year age
difference between us -- he's
younger.
I had a hysterectomy seven
years ago. Since then, my doctor and I have been working
together to get me back in the
groove. Nothing has worked.
It has driven a wedge into our
marriage.
I turned to my girlfriend
for advice and comfort through
all of this arguing. Our friendship has grown, and I now
find myself involved in a passionate sexual relationship with
her. My husband has no idea
about this. Have I just totally complicated my life, or have
I found what has been missing'? -- CONFUSED IN ILLINOIS
DEAR CONFUSED: If
you're honest with yourself, I
think you already know the

Dear Abby

of Vichy, France, Pierre Laval,
was executed for treason.
In 1969, peace demonstrators
staged activities across the country, including a candlelight march
around the White House, as part
of a moratorium against the Viet-

nam War.
In 1976, in the first debate of
its kind between vice-presidential
nominees, Democrat Walter F.
Mondale and Republican Bob Dole
faced off in Houston.

ELP?
ry ICeS
ding
small
ales

-3001
-3511

Cooling off on
Evista recommendation

answer to that question. Your
friendship with your girlfriend
did not start out as sexual,
but rather evolved from a deep
emotional connection. Look at
the bright side. At least you
finally understand what has
been missing.

DEAR DR. GOTT: In a recent
column, you recommended switching from Fosaimax to Evista for
the treatment of osteoporosis
because of the possible complication of mandibular necrosis.
I would like to know if you
would recommend it for someone
who has been
in remission
I rom
Hodgkin's for
10 years. The
cherno treatment
has
caused early
menopause
and osteopenia.
I
would
appreciate
your advice
on this issue.
Dr. Peter Gott Your column
in a valuable tool, and my family appreciates your recommendations as well as your willingness
to accept the success of alternative treatments. We hope to continue reading it for a long time.
DEAR READER: I am less
enthusiastic about Evista after having learned of recent studies showing that the drug can cause premature heart disease in some
women. Discuss this issue with
your gynecologist. I'm not aware
of any connection
between
Hodgkin's disease and Evista, but
follow up on this with your doctor as well. As far as I'm concerned, Evista should be put on
the back shelf until the complications of therapy are understood
fully.
To give you related information, I am sending you copies of
my Health Reports "Menopause"
and "Understanding Osteoporo-

DEAR ABBY: I manage a
small professional firm. It's a
family-operated business, and
one of my relatives, 'Suzy,"
helps out by ordering our office
supplies.
Suzy and I haven't had the
best relationship in the past,
but things have been good for
the last few years.
For reasons unknown to me.
Suzy began ordering microwave
popcorn as an 'office supply."
Of course, the employees think
this is wonderful. However, I
am a little bothered -- not only
by the fact that she has unilaterally decided that food products are "office supplies" (we're
a law firm) but because 1 feel
popcorn is very unprofessional food. The minute anyone
walks into the office, the smell
of popcorn Wafts by. To me,
this does not project a professional image to clients.
I feel I need to do something about this, but I know
for certain that coming from
me, this will offend Suzy given
our history. She doesn't actually work in the office and
has no understanding of office
etiquette. Am I overreacting
to the popcorn smell? Or is
this truly unprofessional? I need
a second opinion before I create any conflict. (By the way,
I'm willing to offer some other
treat in lieu of popcorn.) -BELIEVES IN DECORUM,
EUGENE, ORE.
DEAR BELIEVES IN
DECORUM: If you would be
willing to substitute some other
treat and call it an "office supply," your problem isn't the
category the popcorn was
placed in. It's with Suzy, for
not having asked you first if
it was permissible.
Many larger law firms than
yours allow employees to snack
on microwave popcorn, and it
does not offend their clientele.
(It may offwd ttie jjeighbgri
if it't left i thf tflictoWa48
too long and the smoke alarms
go off, however.) I doubt the
clientele think twice about it
-- as long as they're offered a
share.
Unless you want to be the
most unpopular person in the
office, my advice is to let this
go. Only if your bosses complain should you make an issue
of it.
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.

Dr. Gott

DEAR DR. GOTT: I saw a
man on television who said to

Last dealer.
Neither side vulnerable

NORTH
418
11 A 10
•AK17 4
•K I 1042

SOUTH

•A .I
1/K Q 7 3
•10 9 8 6 5
.97
The bidding:

East

West

South

'iorth

Pass
3
Pass
4N1
Pass
5•
Opening lead — two of hearts.
Small mistakes are sometimes
responsible for big losses. For a typical example, consider the accompanying deal played between the
United States and Italy in the 1979
world championship.

The bidding and opening lead
were exactly the same at both tables.
At the first table, with an American
pair holding the North-South cards,
declarer won the heart lead with
dummy's ace, cashed the A-K of diam(inds and ace of spades, then led a

ask my doctor if I need a new
Chevy pickup truck He didn't
say anything about side effects.
Since I don't have a family doctor. I decided to ask you. He said
to consult my physician before
making such a purchase. !Therefore, I am consulting you regarding this move I'll be watching
for your answer in the newspa-

per
DEAR READER: This has
got to be the most off-the-wall
letter that I have received this
year.
Initially, 1 searched for a humorous retort — for example, I'd be
more concerned about rear effects,
not side effects. But nothing
worked. Consequently. I sin printing this note to entertain my readers and prove to them that the
medical world is often bizarre. Why
else would doctors join the club?
P.S. Try a Toyota.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am an
osteoarthritis sufferer, and I am
aware that many of your readers
have written to you explaining a
treatment that has worked for
arthritic joints in their hands. They
have been using castor oil and
have gotten much relief.
Can you please tell me how
they keep it on their joints'? I put
it on, but it is so oily that it gets
all over my clothes and linens. I
have tried putting a cotton sock
over my hand, but that absorbs
the oil, and I don't think I'm getting any benefit. Can you please
tell me how they use the castor
oil so it stays on their joints?
DEAR READER: A modest
amount of castor oil (enough to
moisten the skin) when rubbed in
over the painful joint should be
effective without excess runoff.
You are probably applying 1110ce
castor oil than you need. Cut back
and see what happens.

club toward dummy. Unfortunately,
not only were the trumps divided 30, but East also had the A-Q of clubs,
so the contract went down one.
At the second table, the Italian
declarer made five diamonds. He
played the ten of hearts from dummy
at trick one, and it won the trick. This
seemingly inconsequential play
made all the difference in the outcanoeDeclarer next cashed the A-K of
trumps and ace of hearts before playing a spade to his ace. Then came the
king of hearts, both defenders following suit and leaving only the jack
outstanding(which West was known
to hold).
At this point, South ruffed his jack
of spades in dummy and returned a
trump, compelling East to win the
trick with the queen.
This left East in a hopeless position. Whether he returned a club or a
spade, declarer could not lose more
than one club trick. And so, thanks to
playing the ten of hearts from
dummy at trick one, the Italian
declarer succeeded where his American counterpart had failed.
The odds were probably better
than 0-to-I that declarer's first play
from dummy would have no effect
on the ultimate outcome, but this
happened to be that one time.

Tomorrow: Psychological warfare.
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U.S. braces for foot-and-mouth scare To
l'he intorination %VAS kept
secret out of fear it could cause
consumer panic and spook
investors.
Rutir and others DHS officials briefed White House antiterrorism officials while they
waited for test results back
from a government lab on Plum
Island, N.Y.
In bracing for the worst.
officials wanted to avoid the
kind of short-lived rumors of
a foot-and-mouth outbreak such
as the one in 2002 that cost
the beef industry an estimated
$50 million.
They also sought out any
possible intelligence on terrorist links.
"One of the first things you
have to worry about in these
cases is, if it was foot-andmouth, was it an attack?" Rule
said.
The federal effort quickly
expanded beyond national security and agriculture officials to
include the departments of
State. Transportation, and
Health and Human Services.
Dr. John Clifford, the Agriculture Department's chief veterinary officer, said his staff
usually does 4(8) to 500 ammill- diseaCe investigations a
year. Most are much less serious matters involving individual farms.

WASHINGTON (AP)
nation at the Homeland Sc,, uWhen there were fears of a rity Department.
foot-and-mouth outbreak in the
The incident began June 26
Midwest this summer, the White in Austin. Minn.. known as
House received secret briefin- "Spamtown. USA" because it
gs that highlighted the poten- is home to Hormel Foods Corp..
tial for old farm diseases to which makes the canned meat
be new national security threats. product.
A shipment of about 200
The suspected .outbreak in
Minnesota of the disease, which pigs had come into a slaughdoes not affect humans, never terhouse, and an inspector
materialized. Yet federal offi- noticed suspicious lesions on
cials said their concerns showed some.
how the government probably
.The symptoms indicated poswould respond to a foot-and- sible foot-and-mouth disease.
mouth epidemic.
It is one of the most feared
The disease strikes cloven- animal diseases because it so
holed animals including cows, highly contagious. The U.S.
sheep, pigs and goats and can has not had an outbreak since
have a major economic impact. 1929; Britain had one this sum"We wanted to keep it quiet mer.
to the extent we could so it
Once the inspector ,raised
wouldn't cause any panic or the alarm, federal authorities
economic impact but make sure quarantined the animals and
the people who would be most began testing. They also noticoncerned like the president or fied Homeland Security offithe secretary knew what we cials, who. coordinated the
were doing," said Roger Rule, response through their Nationdirector of operations coordi- al Operations Center.

LATE BLOOMERS

The chief difference in the
Minnesota case, Clifford said,
was that it involved a slaughter facility "where you had a
congregation of animals and a
movement of animals, versus
on a farm."
About 200 pigs were quarantined in Minnesota. Animals
in Iowa that had shared space
with those pigs were also isolated.
Officials scrambled to trace
the pigs' path from Canada.
Canadian inspectors visited
the pigs' so'urce and found
nothing amiss, Clifford said.
Within about two days of
the initial alert, lab testing determined the infection was not
foot-and-mouth disease, and the
government issued a short statement to quell local rumors. A
few days later, further testing
confirmed the lesions resulted
from an illness that did not
threaten humans or the livestock
industry.
Heidi Kassenborg, a disease expert at Minnesota's Agriculture Department, said the false
alarm ended up as a good test,
revealing gaps in communication systems and the need for
additional training.
Rule said that in the past,
Homeland Security rarely
became involved in such cases.

HONORS

Photo providati
Pictured is Cassie Hendon, a member of the Kentucky All Star
Livestock Judging Team with the ribbons she won Oct. 6 at
the Keystone International Livestock Exposition in Harrisburg,
Pa. She took top honors in the 4H/FFA division with the highest all around individual score. Hendon also won first place in
reasons. The Kentucky All Star Team also took top honors
with first overall, first in reasons and sheep, second in beef
and fourth in swine.

Commissioner Farmer urges forage testing

TOM BERRY/ Ledger &"limos
ATE BLOOMERS: King Drive resident Thomas Treon was
surprised this week to find both of his apple trees blooming in
the fall. Treon said he has never seen his trees blooming in
any other season but spring. it's most unusual," he said. Are
it,py ,:ix months late or six months early?

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Agri- Murray
State
University to know what the nutritional
culture Commissioner Richie Breathitt Veterinary Center in content is and supplement
Fanner reminds livestock pro- Hopkinsville, said his facility accordingly. If they don't test,
ducers that it's important to has tested numerous coni stalk they don't know what they've
test forages, especially in a samples in recent weeks and got."
drought year like this one in has found some to be well in
Farmers can have their for_which farmers are looking for excess of the safe level of ages tested at the Breathitt
ways to stretch their hay sup- nitrates for feeding to live- Center or the University of
stock. Some forages from Conplies.
Kentucky Livestock Disease
servation Reserve Program
"Nitrate poisoning can occur (CRP) acres that have been Diagnostic Center in LexingWhen feeding forages in which opened to haying and grazing ton. For more information, call
nitrates can accumulate, such have been found to have lit- the UK Center at (859) 253as crop residue," Commission- tle or no nutritional content, 0571 or the Breathitt Center
er Farmer said. -Testing for- Dr. Pittman said.
at (270) 886-3959 or contact
ages is simple and inexpen"Farmers should work with your county Extension agent.
sive, and it can save you a their veterinarian and their
The Kentucky Department
lot of headaches later."
Extension agent to decide what of Agriculture tests forages for
Dr. Lucky Pittman, head of is the best, least-cost ration," nutritional value. For a fee of
the Patholop Section at the Dr. Pittman said. "They need 510 per lot. KDA staff will
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take samples at the farm and
analyze them in the Department's Frankfort lab. For more
information, call toll-free 1-8(X)248-4628
or
go
to
www.kyagr.com, click on Programs and click on Forage
Testing.
The Department has set up
a Hay Hotline for producers
with hay to sell or looking for
hay to buy. To get on one of
the lists, call toll-free 1-888567-9589. The KDA also hosts
a Hay Directory where hay f
sale is listed by county. T
view the Hay Directory, go to
www.kyagrcom, click on Programs and click on Hay for
Sale (tested/.
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Dr. Richard Hurt
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"Secondhand Smoke:
the Science and
the Smokescreen"

Races

Pit

Special 2007 Event: P"Y Rides

Children's Pedal Tractor Pull
Kids < 50# 11 a.m.• Kids > 50# 1 p.m.
Admission $5.00 /person
Concessions Available • T-Shirts Available For Purchase

2007 Corporate Sponsors
Allegro Fine Foods, Paris, Tenn.
Kentucky Farm Bureau
KY Soybean Assn.

Founder and Director
of the Mayo Clinic
Nicotine Dependence Center
db.

Dr. Hurt is a native of Murray and a 1966
graduate of Murray State University.
He is an internationally recognized
expert on tobacco with appearances
on Dateline, Good Morning America,
and The Today Show.

Tuesday, October 16
7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Wrather Museum Auditorium
(Program time includes question and answer with Dr. Hurt)
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For more cletaile call (270)809-3327

Murray Calloway County Hospital • Murray State University
Calloway County Alliance For Substance Abuse Prevention ICC-ASAPI
American Cancer SO(iety • Kentucky Cancer Program • Clean Air Murray Coalition
PATCH • l'urchase District Health Department• Marshall County Health Department
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